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Probing Into Matter American Novelist Spends Fire Follows an Explosion in Fourteen Killed and Seven It Is Inexhaustible According
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to Expert Testimony
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Companies Insert Three Quar- General Offices of Railroad Will Experiment of National Owner- Several Men Were Taken Out Runaway on Suburban Electric Editor Shows Where Govern
Be Moved From Cincinnati
Line Results in Fearful
ment Man is Wrong in His
ship of Railroads Pronounced
Badly Injured by Force
ters and Iron Safe Clauses
to Chicago.
Conclusions.
Disaster.
a Success.
of Rescuers- in Policies.
,

Governor Curry today appointed W. '
W. Cox of Organ, Dona Ana county, a
member of the cattle sanitary board to
succeed Filiberto Gallegos of Union
county, resigned. Mr. Cox is an old
and well known cattle grower and bus-- j
ir.ess man.
j
i
More Office Changes.
P.
Thomas
Warden
Game and Fish
Gable today moved his office from the
third floor of the capitol to the first
for-- J
floor, taking one" o the offices
merly occupied by Territorial Superintendent J. E. Clark, who has moved to

Cincinnati, O., Nov. 10. Experts today are probing into the matter of
bond issues and securities which came
under the charge of Charles L. Wai liner, the deposted treasurer of the Big
Four railroad, who is accused of re-- '
sponsibility in the defalcation of $G43,-00of the company's funds. One of
the developments of Warriner exposure, it is reported today, is the earls
removal of the general offices from
Cincinnati to Chicago. Warriner dates
his downfall from the time he came to
Cincinnati from the Cleveland office ot
j the company.
He brought with his a
the third floor.
AcTake
of
He covered this
$30,000.
shortage
Fire Insurance Companies
.
tion.
only to fall into the hands of the man
new whom he alleges has blackmailed him
Owing to heavy losses in the
towns of eastern New Mexico, the fire ever since.
to! From a high official source it is
insurance companies have decided
three-fourtthe
learned that the first intimation cf the
future
policies
in
the
insert
and the iron safe clauses, under impending scandal in the office of the
of local treasurer of the Big Four came
which not more than
under from a Chicago woman, who it is albe
wiil
paid
claim
loss
any
which all books of business houses leged, has been sharing in the
j
spoils, whose income has been
11, ust be kept in an iron safe.
j shut off.
District Court.
Woman Located.
Upon motion of the attorney for the,
The woman mentioned by Warriner
petitioner, the divorce suit of Joseph
dis-- ' as
one of his alleged blackmailers, was
C. Terry vs. Nanny Terry, in the
was
discovered in an apartment house, totrict court for Torrance county,
dismissed, as it was discovered that day, where she had been a voluntary
the defendant had already succeeded prisoner since the development of the
in securing a divorce from the plaintiff shortage. She is well known in this
city and Chicago. In Chicago, she was
in a Texas court.
Road.
j tried on the charge of having attemptSanta
ed to shoot a man, the latter being alWork on the proposed highway
so named by Warriner in connection
is
being
Fe and Albuquerque
held up by the inaction of the board with the black mailing. A large
of county commissioners of Sandoval amount of mail is awaiting the woman
on at a leading hotel where she lived up
county, which will meet, however,
next Monday, to take action to secure to a short time ago. It is also stated
as sur that she has a large amount of money
the right of way lor
deposited in the hotel.
veyed.
The Woman's name is Mrs. Jeanette
Cleaning Up Capitol.
A general renovation is being made Stewart, or Ford, as she is also known.
of the offices in the caiptol. Work of She tearfully declared her innocense
his nature has just been completed in of all connection with the case.
1 he office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa.
HOTEL GUESTS
HAVE NARROW ESCAPE.
MAKING DIVORCES
DIFFICULT IN OKLAHOMA. Some From Fire in
Adjoining Building Came Near Suffocating Them
"Threadbare Reasons Such as IncomNarrow Escapes.
patibility Will No Longer Be AcGa., Nov. 10. Forty guests
Atlanta,
cented as Grounds.
of the Hotel Windsor at Clifton narrowly escaped death by suffocation as
Guthries, Okla., Nov. 10. Taking ex-- ' the result of a Are early this mornoeptions to the granting of divorce on ing, in the western end of the Atlantic
trivial grounds and declaring that Warehouse, filling the hotel and other
the marriage tie "will not be dissolved adjacent buildings with a dense smoke.
and substantial For some time the flames threatened
exqept for grave
cause," the supreme court today made the entire block, which is in the heart
it difficult to get a divorce in Okla- of the retail district. Several guests
homa.
of the hotel were unconscious when
The opinion holds that when action dragged from their beds by the firewas predicted on extreme .cruelty men.
there must be actual or ; imminent
physical violence and "that incompatibility" is not suffice ground for
CHANGE
divorce.
0
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mis ouueuii. .ir. .ueinzer u.u
make a survey relative to the
settlements in this and other adjacent.
sections and he did visit and look over
TAFT III
most parts of ilie I'ortales valley. In
gress and the meeting of other nation- OVER MILLION
al bodies at New Orleans last week.
addition
to this, Mr. Meinzer has no
DOLLARS FOR MISSIONS.
The Daily Picayune publishes the folinformation, except that voluntarily
lowing interview with him:
Methodist Coherence in Session at Al- given him by the people of Portales
"We will come nearer than vere bewho tested, for his benefit, the Humble
bany, New York, Attended by
fore in getting statehood for New
well here in town which is an eight
Men.
Many Distinguished
inch
Mexico," said Mr. W. A. Flemming
inch well with four and one-hal- f
Addressed Members of Vir- Jones, one of the delegates to the
discharge pipe and was pumped with
annual six inch centrifugal pump for 37 hours.
Albany, N. Y., Nov.
Waterways Convention, and secretary
ginia Press Association
and treasurer of the New Mexico Con- conference of the general committee The water level was lowered 12 feet in
of foreign missions of the Methodist the first minute and never lowered
at Richmond
servation Commission, last night.
"The people of New Mexico have church opened here, today. Distinguish- another inch during the. 37 hours of
made a hard fight for an enabling act, ed Methodist clergymen and laymen continuous pumping in which it yieldCORDIAL
RECEPTION and except for the opposition of two from all parts of the world are in at- ed 450 gallons per minute. Now, Mr.
GIVEN
of three senators, we would now have tendance, including about twenty-fivMeinzer witnessed this test; made
full powers of a state, but I feel that bishops. The conference is to appor- - note of the facts which he considered
Brief Talk to the Delegation of there is a great chance for us before tiOn over a million dollars for mission- remarkable and as indicating unllmit-nrwork. The Delegates will call on ed water sunnlv. In addition to this
tho next Congress."
Negroes During His Visit
Governor
two
Mr.
Hughes tomorroy.
Jones
said
men
the
that
Mr. Meinzer questioned hundreds of
Today. '
farmers and residents of Portales wha
Umpire Enters University.
whyfought statehood for the terri-- j
torv more than aav otherswer"e Sen T
testified that in their six or eight-yea10.- -Vermont."'
of
Nov.
University
Richmond, Va. Nov. 10. President ators Aldrich. and Beveridge. "We can Charles
Rigler. umpire of the National ' of residence here the water supply had
Taft was heartily'welcomed to the for- account for the opposition "of Senator
has entered this university as I10t bepl1 reduced an inch and, on the
League,
mer capital of the Confederacy today. Aldrich," said Mr. Jones. "He is among
a
law
with a view of ultimate- - other hand, had increased with the
student
He was greeted by the Richmond re- those in the senate from the east who
the
ly
degree of practicing law. 'ei,rs ,ney had bcen Pumped with
taking
ception committee headed by Gover- fear that the west will gain too big Rigler
the game at Chicago windmills. Mr. Meinzer talked with
umpired
nor Swanson and Mayor Richardson. a representation in Congress,
and at which President Taft was a
wll drilled the artesian well
spec- - tne ni('n
The day's ceremoines began by the knowing that New Mexico is larger tator.
the court house lawn some years
j on
President addressing the members of than two or three New England states,
since. He was given the facts, that
,
the Virginia Press Association. Later in area, they think that if any other
i
weu reacneel tne nrsi strata oi
tnis
be spoke briefly to a delegation of ne- states are admitted the west will be LOS ANGELES HOLDS
'water at IS feet; another at 90 feet;
PRIMARY. and an artesian flow at 2Sf feet
able to outvote the east, or rather
groes.
become the balance of power on many
j which altoghether not. strong, ran out
WILL STRAIGHTEN
questions that divide the two sections Candidates Arranged Alphabetically over the casing. Mr. Meinzer saw
on Ticket instead of Under
PURGATOIRE RIVER. on economical matters.
no well dug, and only the two men-- I
"But we cannot account for the option- - above, tested; but he expressed
Party Heads.
himself again and again as being con-- '
Santa Fe System Will Spend Between position of Senator Beveridge, of Indiana. He is exactly the opposite
Los Angeles. CaL,
$150,000 and $200,000 at Trinidad
Nov.
10.
The fident that the water supply here was
from the Rhode Island senator, and
inexhaustible, urging the people; "go
to Reclaim $200,000 Flooded
for
nominathe
primary
has no views with him in common, but tion of candidates
Lands.
for the municipal on with your pumping proposition
the Indiana senator has proved just offices is being tried in this
there is no doubt about your water
city toas
to us in our desire day. There are 137
an
supply."
21
for
Trindiad, Colo., Nov. 10. Initial as greatman. enemy
aspirants
But we could not afford to rely upon
any
offices. All names are arranged alphaand
steps for the
improvement,
400,-00"We
of
a
over
have
Mr. Meinzer's offhand guess; and acpopulation
on
course
the
the
of
ballot
cf
the
betically
without
straightening
party
now." said Mr. Jones, "and this
make the
Furgatoire river through Trinidtd does not count what few Indians we headings. There are six candidates for cordingly determined to
i most
thorough and unqualified test
the mayoralty.
were taken at a joint conference of
have. We have as modern cities as
s
possible. We began two months since,
the city and county officials,
have spent smoe $2000 and have kept
of the Colorado & Southern, there are anywhere in the country,
Las
Cruces
them
among
an expert hydraulic engineer and a
Albuquerque,
Santa Fe and the Denver & Rio
CHALLENGE
crew of six men at work for all this
Grande railroads and private properly and others, and our citizenship is just
as high as any section of the country,
time. The first well was sunk on Mr.
owners.
Coppage's place, one mile southwest,
As a result City Engineer Littleton and we want to be a state for the reawhich was 14 inches in diatnater and
was instructed to make an estimate son we feel that we should be allowed
112 feet deep, and though not pumped
and prepare maps for an improvement, to run our own affairs, and not have
to import judges and other officials
long, it yielded 1,200 gallons per min-which, it is estimated, will cost beute without diminishing the supply.
and $200,000, and from other states.
$150,000
French Minister of Justice to tween
j
"Nevada was admitted as a state Offered Something Like $20,-00- 0 The next well was an eight inch well
which will reclaim about twenty-fivcn the I.ltidsey place, two miles west
Follow Anglo Saxon Preacres of flooded land within the city when it had only 70,000 people, Utah
to Fight A. L.
than 100,000, and Ok- j when it had less
of Portales. This well yielded G50
limits.
'
cedents
'
lahoma
Indian
and
had
Kaufman.
only
Territory
,
gallons per minute. The third well
At the meeting announcement was
was a 14 inch well, drilled 100 feet
made by J. M. Kurn, superintendent of about 500,000, and this included the
deep, located within 10 feet of the
division of the Santa Fe that his Indian population, which is not countTHE JUDGE ftS PROSECUTOR this
ed with us, and if these have been CHAMPION
DISTRUSTS
well. This well was pumped
second
OFFER
to
decided
several
had
company
spend
no
reason
we
admitted
is
there
fot
why
nearly a week and delivered from
thousand dollars in strengthening the
750 to 1.000 gallons per minute. The
wall near the Santa Fe station should not be admitted."
river
However, Civil Law Excels Com- and making other improvements to Mr. Jones, who is a Republican him Umpire cf National League En- fourth test well was located on the
self, states that it was uncertain which
Elliott farm in the Bethed community,
mon and Code Methods in
ters the University to
protect its property.
party would be victorious if statehood
some eight miles west of Portales. It
Some Particulars.
Study Law.
is fourteen inches in diamater and 9S
PEARY GOING TO SOUTH POLE. was allowed, and that the southern
representatives as a rule were for the
feet deep, and yields from 1,150 to I,
New York, Nov. 10. William A 350 falons per mniute by actual measParis, Nov, 10. At the conclusion
measure.
Washington, Nov. 10. Commander
of the Steinheil murder case, the Min"Who will be the successor of Gov- Brady, whose dislike
Enclosed find postcard photo- for Jeffries, ure.
ister of Justice Barthoud will propose Robert E. Peary, U. S. N., discoverer ernor Curry, who has just resigned?"
of this well with pump in
graph
whoru he formerly managed, is well
certain changes of procedure in the of the north pole, announced yester- Mr. Jones was asked.
he
next
five
years
courts of France. This decision of the day that within the
"There will be forty or more candi known, has posted $10,000 with a stake
As against the trustworthiness of
minister was influenced largely by the will head an expedition to the south dates for the appointment, and it is holder with the understanding that this government circular therefore, wo
'
criticism, expressed in the United pole. The expedition will be under hard to say who will win out before that the entire sum go to Jeffries if he desire to submit the following facts:
States and England of the methods the auspices of the Peary Arctic Club, the President."
fight A. L. Kaufman within ninety (1) No geological survey of the Por- now in vogue, by which the presiding which backed him in his recent .trip to
Mr, Jones is one of the original con- uujs. urau stipulates me ngnt 10 oe tales vaney has l)een made recently
the far north.
judge appears in the role of prosecuservation, men of his section, and is for only ten rounds, private or public, and u0 such survev even attempted
Commander ePary and his family retor. "We would restrict the prerogaJeffries may elect, and if public Jef- - bv. Mr Meinzer.. (2) Mr. Meinzer's
doing a great work. He was foretives of the judge "to a practice more in turned to Washington last night for most in getting the territorial con- ries may have the entire gate receipts. guesg is disCredited first bv the fact
the winter. Thei commander will be ockeeping with that" of the courts of
gress to appropriate $3,000 for the In addition to $10,000, Brady has also h"e expressly declared himself as
Anglo-Saxo- n
countries,", said the min- cupied mainly with literary work.
$1,000 to go as a forfeit and iievmg the water
work several years ago,-anwhiJe In
supply sufficient and
ister today. The general method of
his bill he asked for $18,000, he con- side bet to the $10,000 that Kaufman practicany inexhaustihle, and, second
court procedure, however, will not be BELT MAKERS PLAN
sidered that the first victory for the will be the victor. Felix Isman ot Phil- the fact that he saw but one test
"
- AN
AMERICAN PLANT. policy was won then. He was a dele- adelphia, has covered this, taking the by.
changed and It is the opinion of many
made and that one diametrically
American lawyers", here that in .civil
end. When the money was up,
gate to the Conservation Convention
'
tradicting the conclusions of this alleg-Ismacases the French system permitting
called on Jeffries and told him P(1 ePnnzim onrvev m v v.' Fuller
London, Nov. 10. A Glasgow firm here and made. a strong speech before
the introduction of( indirect testimony of belting manufacturers, R. & J. Dick, the convention telling about the if he beat Kaufman he could get at of the
agricultural department and loand even of the opinion of witnesses, announce their intention to erect in aroused public sentiment in his sec- least $20,000 for the .fight. Jeffries cated at
Phoenix, Ariz.,, who perhaps
was surprised at the offer but said: has no
frequently enables the judge to arrive the United States a plant even larger tion.
superior
pumping propositions
at a conclusion more certainly just than their Scotland works, as the only
Mr. Jones has brought his family to "It is so soft that looks suspicious. for irrigation has made a
study of the
than does the .. practice of - similar method, of meeting American competi- Nfew Orleans to spend, the winter Every one knows Brady's dislike for water
around Portales and has
supply
courts in the United States and Eng- tion In view of the American tariff of
me. I will give an answer this
-'
v.'land.
3" per cenf.
(Continued on Page Eight) ;
(Continued on Page Eight.. .
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DENOUNCES
THE GLAVIS STORY.

s,

Weekly, and advance copies of which

ihave been furnished by that weekly
to the press.
"The Glavis story is a tissue of
falsehoods and insinuations utterly
unwarranted in view of the facts easily obtained by anybody who wants
"
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10. Secretary
Nov.
Washington,
Ballinger of the department of the interior yesterday issued the following:
"My attention has been directed to
the text of an article purporting to
have been written by Mr. L. R.
which is to appear in Collier's

tliejll.

way

1

"

Gla-vi-

Sanla Fe New Mexican:
am sure that in the
Dear Sir:
in your issue of November
0th, of the government's recent bulle-- i
in on the Resources of Portales Vsil
ley you have done violence to the facts
and brought incalculable harm to this
section of the territory. For although
you have good authority for believing
this bulletin trustworthy and doubtless had no intention other than to
give the widest publication to the facts
apparently set forth in this circular,
no geological survey of the i'ortales
valley has been made recently and cer
tainly none was ever attempted by Mr.
O. K. Meinzi r, upon w hose authority

Vancouver, 13. C, Nov. 10. A runacar of lumber collided with a
crowded passeger car on an electric
interurban line between this city and
New Westminister early today. Four-- !
teen persons were killed including
Thoburn and Conductor Harris. Seven others were injured, at
least two fatally. None of the others
have been identified, but all are believed to be workmen on their way to
the shops at New Westminister. The
VV. FLEMING JONES
passenger car left Vancouver shortly
TALKS FOR STATEHOOD. after the electric freight. Three miles
at the top of a heavy grade, the
j out,
Tviic mCw rri.in nii Di,.a.,.,. f coupling of the lumber car broke and
jit started back. It struck the pasthe Resources and Progress of
jscnger ear with such force that the
This Grand Commonwealth.
heavy timbers of the flat car slid for- ward and ripped the passenge
car
Attorney W. Fleniir Jones of
level with the floor, every person on
Cruces did good work for New Mexico
the car being killed or injured.
Conat the Southern Conservation
,

GOUnTPRQGEDUftE

-

'

Wilk.-sbarrePa., Nov. in. Nine
men lost their lives in a fire following
an explosion yesterday afternoon in
the Auehtncloss colliery of the Delaware. Lackawanna and Western Company at Nantieocke, Pa. A large force
of men worked all night in the attmpt
to rescue the entombed miners.
Sev
eral were taken cut badly injured, and
nine W) re dead when found. The fire
1.5 now under control.

ILL

'
It continues:
"Husband and wife are bound to
exercise greater efforts for removing
misapprehension, allaying quarrels
.and smoothing the road to concord
than are people in other relations of
status is one ill
life;
which each of the parties may be justified in demanding the strictest letter of the bond; and it will not- be
dissolved except 'for grave and sub-

stantial cause."

Chicago, 111., Nov. lo. Frederick
Upham Adams, novelist and magazine
writer, is in this city after four months
spent in a study of Mexico. He is of
the opinion that Diaz will remain president, "as long as he chooses. The fact
that President Diaz is eighty years
old counts for nothing,'1'
said Mr.
Adams. He is sturdy and healthy, and
as well preserved as a man of fifty
and there is no reason why he should
not. pass the century mark. The middle and lower classes in Mexico almost
worship him and men of affairs of native and foreign birth would not listen
to any suggestion that he retire from
power. Mr. Adams asserts that the experiment of national ownership in the
operation of railroads in Mexico has
proved a success.

-
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d

NOT FIT TO REAR. CHILDREN.
New York,. Nov. 10. Mrs. Sarah T.
Rorer, the famous culinary expert, has
: shocked the Mothers' Club by saying:
"Men are not fit to bring up children.
They are too irritable and cross to assume any control of their children,
largely because, of their worries in the
present condition of "the commercial
world. Men are not sufficiently
with patience to teach children."
"
'
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100 lbs Pansy Flour
50
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111

DAILY

ROUND

COT
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"

1.60

Incorporated 1903

SELIGIN

CHIEF OF POLICE

THE QUESTIONER.
(By Carl Werner.)
I called the boy to my knee one day,
And 1 said: "You're just past four
Will you laugh in that same
way
When you're turned, say, thirty
more'.'"
Then 1 thought of a past I'd fain

NOVEMBER 10, 1909.

Established 1856.

$3.20

BROS. COMPANY.

:

Canadian Officer Poisoned by Weeds
Eczema Developed and Legs

light-hearte-

100"

Bobolink

$3.10'

;

"

50 "

erase

1.55

More clouded skies than blue
And I anxiously peered in his upturned

register tickets
with allcashpurchases.
C'dsa

We Give

been successfully cured of
dry eczema. 1 was inspecting the removal of noxious weeds, it being part
of my duty, from the edge of a river and
was constantly in the dust from the
weeds. At night I shook out my trousers and cleansed my limbs, but felt a
prickly sensation. 1 paid no attention
to it for two years, but I noticed a scum
on my legs like fish scales. I could
scrape it off, and yet I did not attend
to it until it came to be too itchy and
Bore and began getting two running
sores. My ankles were all sore and
scabby and I could not wear shoes. I had
to use carpet and felt slippers for weeks.
I was then on particular police duty and
was compelled to be on duty. I got a
cake of the Cuticura Soap and some
Cuticura Ointment. In less than ten
days I could put on my boots onand in
less than three weeks, though
duty
all the time, I was free from the con1
tell you frankly
founded itching.
that Cuticura saved me from what the
doctors called a bad leg. C'apt. (leorge
Chief of Police, Morris, ManiP
toba, Mar. 20, l'J07, and Sept. 24, 1008."

touched my lips to his tiny own
And 1 said to the boy: "Heigh, oh!
Those lips are as sweet as the hay,
new-mow-

Winter Grocery
y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Will you keep them always so?"
Then back from those years came a
rakish song
"With a ribald jest or two
And I gazed at the child who knew

Co.

Telephone

no wrong,
And I thought he asked:
"Did you?"

No. 40

I

looked in his eyes, big, brown and

clear,
And I cried: "Oh, boy of mine!
Will you keep them true in the after-year- ?

CALL AJD SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

eyes
Sad eyes of
blue
Did he know they were not his
er's eyes?
For he answered me:
"Did vou?"

j

'8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,

i

nioth-- I

Tr.-

Goods.

vice-presi-- 1

i

MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

j

JEWELER

j

j

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. DMULL1GAN

AT C

T7T TTVTT7T?

rUnERALJ
RFSIPKNCF!
RED
NIC HI' PHONE

188

RED

VTwne

AND. SATISFACTORILY

TASTEFULLY

PICTURE FRAMING

Given Careful
Personal Attention

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

130
DOME.

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
19

FRANK

Phone Black

F-

-

General
Merchandise

GORMLEY

SANTA FE. N. M.

$4.00 $6.00
If you wantHa gocd pair of
the boy try a pair of

A

IS

D

ood

Screened
A athracitc

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE

CALL AND SEE THEM
POBox

FOR

219.

Lump

Coal all Sizes, Smith'rg Ccal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTKZUMA AVKSl'K
Near A. T. & S. F. epot.
1

HOUSE

Warm baths with Cuticura Soap and
gentle anointings with Cuticura Oint- menr, most Rooming
cf emollients, pre-

EXCHANGE BOARDING
:
:
HOUSE

IIPEhM

LAUNDRY

Corner, PJaza.

Meals 35c Boaid by week $6.00

Mrs Willey, Prop.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No' 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

iry

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY"

at

O. K.

F. O. BROWN,

Agent.

.

BxrberShop
Phone No
Red

beautify
scalp, hair and hand
of infants arid children and, assisted by
mild d"ses of Cuti- ... cura Pills, afford the
most speedy, grateful and comforting
for
treatment
torturing, disfiguring eczemas, rashes and every form of itching,
scaly, crusted humor of the skin and
scalp. Guaranteed absolutely pure.

SOLE AGENTS

Mr.

Craudall has advised

-

Salt and Seefe

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

DiTvr?ff&D

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

f.nillW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

BOARDlNGand

DAY

STUDENTS.

23 bottle.

corsti-pationi

j.

.

Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

-
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OUR GUARANTEE
d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2.
We guaraUee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

1.

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be

operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

'

.

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

SON

.

LEO HEBSC

Grain, Potal

Flow, Hay,

miles south of Santa Fe is one of the
toughest propositions encountered by
automobilists on the road between Albuquerque and Santa Fe and the news
that the hill is to be made passable
will be received with much joy by the

motorists.

FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Cuticura Remedies are soM thrnuffhoiit the world.
27, Charterhouse Sq.: Paris. 5. Ru
Depots: London.
de la Paix: Australia. R. Towns fc Co., Sydney;
Bo Att "a. I.cnnon, Ltd.. Cape Town, ete.; U.S.A.,
Potter Drug & them. Corn.. Sole Props, Bostou.

HOOVER

.

CITY.

International Stock Food

the New Mexico Automobile Association, organized in Albuquerque some
time ago, of his intention to do the
road work. It is possible that Super-Xeintendent Perry of the Albuquerque
Indian school may inteiest tne tntet
ior department in betering the condition of the roads- to the Indian villages adjacent to this city. The coINDIAN SERVICE FAVORS
operation of the Indian department,
GOOD ROADS. the territory and county, assisted b;
the automobilists, will undoubtedly reMakes Appropriation to Reduce Grade sult in good roads in many parts of
New Mexico before many months.'
of La Bajada Hill Between Santa
Fe and Albuquerque.
It is an admitted ta.c mat real esN. M., Xov. 10.
. Albuquerque,
tate, financial men and merchants all
That the United States government say that quickest and best results aia
is willing to
with the ter- obtained by advertising in the New
ritory and counties in constructing Mexican.
roads which will be of mutual use to
government employes and civilians in
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
New Mexico is indicted by the fact
OIKTMKNT is guaranteed to cure
PAZO
that the United States Indian service
easeof Itching, Blind Bleeding or Proany
exto
be
In 6 to 14 days or money rePiles
recently appropriated $300
truding 50i-.
pended in employing labor on the funded.
roads in the vicinity of Santa Fe. The
work will be carried on under the supervision of Superintendent C. J.
Crandall, superintendent of the Indian
school at Santa Fe, who secured the ap
Abiut a Hen?
The Indian department
propriation.
recently shipped an automobile to Mr.
Woman living in ren
Every Ud property li:gs to
Crandall for his use in making trips
get into a home of lier own.
to near-bIndian villages and the apThere are hundreds oftblrgs
she would like to do to nnke her
for
road
work
soon
followed
propriation
own home more confortable,
after. The Labajada hill, located 20
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every won an is a money saver
and she will help you wonderfully
to pay for a home.
Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
Do
the wnoio system when entering it
We will sell you a very desirthrough the mucous surface. Such arable hone on payn ems which
ticles should never be us.ed except on
our rent money will n ake
Don't wait. Begin now paying
prescriptions from reputable physifor your home.
cians, as the damage thty will do is
LET US EXPIAIN OUR
ten fold to the good you can po:.sibly
CONTRACT fOR CHEAP MONEY.
derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
GEO. M. KINSELL
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
294 San Francisco St.- Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
and is taken inter uniiy, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surface
of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It D M.
&
is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. TestiBuilders and Contractors J
monials free.
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c per
PLANS & ESTIMATES

Take Hall's Family Pills for

IN THE

lea
Also Good for Chickens

serve, purifyand
the skin,

Will

Telephone 85

Phone 36

TRY OUR Groimfl Alfalfa

Rent Money

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

S. E.

Steam Coal.

HALF CENTURY

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

y

CERRiLLOS

Sh;es-fo- r

BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

Ask Tour Wife

WHOLESALE

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

Mothers' Favorite.

Minister Resigns Rev. Meade E.
Dutt has resigned as pastor of the
Christian church at Las Vegas and the
resignation has been accepted.
Las Vegas Fair Association
Las
Vegas has organized a Fair Associa- a
;
n
-i
,.i
j a.
nun mmi iiuis eiecieu
Ji.ru, presi-- ;
jdent; Charles H. Sporleder,
dent, and D. T. Hoskins, treasurer.
Elected to School Board Major A.j
H. Whitmore has been elected a mem- ber of the East Las Vegas board of
education to fill the vacancy caused by
the removal from the city of W. M.
3S3 Lewis.
Plant
The
Ordering
Pumping
Ayers and McKinney Plaza Company
at Xogal, Lincoln county, have order
ed a pumping plant after the arrival!
of which active mining operations will
be resumed.
at
Estancia
Wedding
Henry
Whitaker and Miss Atha Boyer were .
married at Estancia on November 7.
Mr. Whitaker is freight agent for the
'
Mexico Central at Estancia. The
best man was J. P. Kennedy and the
bridesmaids were Miss Lena Booth
and Miss Lucile Fielder.

Leather and Leather Ebony

FROM

For Baby's Bath
Cuticura Soap has Become the

tear-dimme-

j

PRICES

Bli,

Will you leave no heart to pine?"
Then out of the past came another's

J lfiE

& HERCULES BRAND

"I have

I

1

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT

"Did you?''

21

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

FREED FROM ITCHING
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

j

I

4

Ankles were Very
Became Scaly
For Weeks He
Sore and Itchy
Could Not Wear Shoes..

face
For it seemed to say:

v

wednesd;

Phone
No 14

It A)

.

W OQ

SV

VS. Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

Zook's Benzoin. Witch Hael and Almond Cream
Foi Sunburns, Chapped Hands Lips and Face.
ARMAGY
218
PHONE

NO..

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1909.'
NEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE.
Santa Fe Peopie Should Learn
Detect the Approach of Kidney
Disease.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FT, X. M.
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of the Southwett."
Army Oft cer- by War Department,
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th Wet

"Women, worn and tired from overwork, need a
tonic. That feeling of weakness or helplessness will
not leave you of itself. You should take Wine of
Cardui, that effectual remedy for the ailments and
weaknesses of women. Thousands of women have
tried Cardui and write enthusiastically of the great
benefit it has been to them. Try it don't experiment
use this reliable,
d
medicine.

The Danger From Fire Has
Not Yet Been

ARE

'ri tin

Worn Women

THESKYSGRAPER

The symptoms of kidney trouble are
so unmistakable that they leave no
ground for doubt. Sick kidneys excrete a thick, .cloudy, offensive urine,
full of sediment, irregular of passage
or attended by a sensation of scalding. The back aches constantly, headaches and dizzy spells may occur
and the victim is often weighed down
by a feeling of langour and fatigue.
;X''gl'Ct these warnings and there is
danger of dropsy. Blight's disease;
ir diabetes. Any one of these symptoms is warning
enough to begin
Heating the kidneys at once. Delay
often proves fatal.
You can use no better remedy than
Iioan's Kidney Pills. Here's Santa
I'e proof:
Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe
Hyman
Ffreet, Santa Fe, X. M., says: "I
can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills,
as they have been used by myself
and other members of ni yfamily with
.
splendid result;-.- The value of Doan's
Pills
for
Kilney
relieving pain in
1he back and other kidney difficulties has been thoroughly proven to
me. I take pleasure in making the
merit of this remedy known to other
ikidney sufferers."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
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BLACKMAILED

"A."
Through Academic coiirse. prrparlnp young
men for college or for L':in-ilfe. Great
atnounl of open air work. HeaUkiel location
s

I

It

irW?"i

in the Union. Located
the beautiful
Villey the garden
spot of the West at an e'vatiot of 3.7h
feet above sea level, sunshine every day. but
tttie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructc's. a!i gradu
ites from stardard eastarn colleges. Ten jf
heatod. lighted h
bul'dlngs, throughly f urnl.-heand modern 1p all respects
W
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon.
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President: J, I'he'ps White,
Treasure.'; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
W. WILLtON,
COL.
of any Military
d

oft-trie-

Otficial Exposure is Showing Up
the Tricks Used by Loan
Sharks and Collectors.

i

i'-t-

Chicago, Nov. 10. The quarter cen-- j
1
IB1'-tury anniversary of the steel skyof
J33
scraper, which marked an epoch
progress toward fireproof construe-- j
Hon the country over, has brought
Sirs. Eena Hare, of Pierce, Fla., tried Cardui and afterward
the world's first steel skeleton build-- !
rrote: "I was a sufferer from all sort3 of female trouble, had
ing again into the spotlight, the Home
Insurance building in Chicago, where
pain w my side and legs, could not sleep, had shortness of breath.
the Armour general offices have been
"I suffered for years, until my husband insisted on my trying
for years. It was the success of this j
Cardui. The first bottle gave me relief and now I am almost irelL"
building, erected under the supervi-- ;
Try Cardui. 'Twill help you.
sion of W. L. B. Jenney, designer of,
the skyscraper, which gave the name
AT ALL DRUG STORES
'
to the steel J
"Chicago construction-the world round.
frame building
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In th
Since its completion billions of dol-States.
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watert
Remember the name Doan's and lars have been invested in skyscraptested by th
ers and yet they have not reached from
miles west has been thoroughly
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
take no other.
miraculous cures attested to In th
frightened debtors. Complaint On all' v frontage the same is done,;
the point of security against flames
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
d Kitten at;;nijsi a collector ror ine ana this kuiii is
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheucommonly used lor
mai oiinnnares me nre nazaru. ui v
PENITENTIARY
CiDS.
Uv ,,.
oumc uiai i.ik imi nf r snops, uotn nouses, ana m tne Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright!
i
or
nre
waste
m
annual
o
uncle
bams
rn.oou.
5(J,.i,i
ei its collectors had imprisoned an case of the mercantile houses as store
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys. Syphilitic
mcIe than "ncler Kuro" officer by means of a big
"by lilt' boa rd of penitentiary
tin star and or sales rooms. On State street where Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
sioners at the office of the superin-- , Iwan standards, the skyscraper co-er served a summons" and that later an the sidewalk is twenty-fivfeet wide, daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comnfident, until 10 o'clock a. m., Decern- - j tributes enormous sums. Fire insm-b- execution was secured without notice every large shop in the "loop" dis- The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board. lodging and bath
have been active in of suit
3d. 1909, for furnishini; and deliv ame
"There
being served.
trict boasting a basement salesroom from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
rini? at the New Mexico penittatiary proving conditions but an official been some most brazen uses of the has run
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate per month.
both basements and
Stage meets Denver
h
hereinafter mentinned rv report of the National Fire Protection municipal court's name, to frighten
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
out the width of the walk. Yet very dry and delightful
"A
fcr
Association
standard
says:
yo much thereof as the board may'
debtors," Justice Olson has said. "We
now a commod-iou- c upon request.
This rosort Is attracconstruction, iiartieuLirly have had complaints against the col- last year's rental received by the city year round. There is
deem sufficient. Delivery of all sup- building
inhotel
for
the
convenience
of
at
seasons
all
tive
for
and is open all
to
amounted
an
for
is
space"
sort
of
type,
any
fireproof
lection agencies ourselves in the past
plies must be as directed by the suvalids and tourists.
$2."s as against $9,497.53 receivPeople suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
only
to many business and have
matter
important
perintendent.
put the intimidating prac- ed from the same source for bay win- from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. ru. and
Six months supply of beef, corned interests, and it would seem that the tices of a number of them out of busicontagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
dows and store fronts, and the
by ness," Inspector Stuart has said.
A
beef, sausage, flour, sugar, coffee and best result could only be obtained to-'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particular!
of
j
and
stands
newspathese
interests
various
fruit,
working
sample notice of one agency contains
sundry groceries; oats, corn, bran and
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
and
a
The
vendors
like.
the
total
per
the production of such
this, in a very formidable
dress: area
alfalfa; clothing and miscellaneous gether for The
of
the
district
standard.
of
a
the
when;
loop
question
general
I Our remittance here is nhsnlntnlv
dry goods; leather; hardware; oils
commercial and financial business of
been ,lecessan. 1)0,rfiIIS th
,
and greases; butter and eggs, in ac- conference fo this purpose
,inr ,
of
under
the
discussion
,
architects,
city centers, is but three and one-halwht.n
,nst.
cordance with specifications and conv,ornK ntnDr ,.hn
0 ) Caliente. Taos. County N S
s'pure miles with some Hi square,
ditions on blank proposals, which will engineers, builders and fire protection makes a specialty of handling executbe furnished by the superintendent up- engineers." Among the skyscraper's ion.-, only making levies thereon, has miles of sidewalks, of which at least
on
Bids
otherwise features to be considered by such a arranged with our client to take this eight square miles of the underground
application.
made will net be considered and the conference would be, first, the regu- out of our charge and proceed in his space has been appropriated for th
board reserves the right to reject any lation of height and area of buildings, own way to enforce the writ by car- commercial benefit of the occupants of
second, the safeguarding of all inside rying out a strict and rigcrous
and all bids or parts thereof.
adjoining buildings.
revertical openings to prevent spread of quirement' of the law at your home."
By order of the board of penitenfire from one floor to another. Third,
MARY GARDEN ANGRY
tiary commissioners.
the
design of really fireproof
partiAT COLLECTOR LOEB.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Efforts to unite friends of the postal
tions.
the protection of all
bank measure in a national,
Superintendent. outside Fourth,
savings
wall openings, including front
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 3, 1909.
concerted campaign have brought to But She Paid Thousand Dollars in Duwindows, against fires and against the the
ties Nevertheless to Take Her
Postal Savings Bank League head
lapping of fire from story to story of
Theatre Dresses Out of Custody.
TO
in
Chicago specific cases
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
the same building.
Notwithstanding quarters
Connection made wira Automobile the increase of fireproof buildings showing the results of Uncle Sam's!
line at Torrance for Roswell daily, since the first skyscraper was built, conspicuous failure to provide anyj Xew York, Xov. '.. "If you want my
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-wel- Chicago's average fire waste has not
One wo-- candid opinion, I think Mr. Loeb and'
system.
4
mati
contrasted of conditions in the the United States government, of; Save
at a. m., and arrives at Roswell been materially reduced and the cost
a
Money and Inconvenienc: by Purchasing Weils Fargo
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- of fire fighting and other measures United States with those in Great Brit-- i B'Ilich he is an as('L lla acte'I
i
in
manner
1
well for Torrance at
imposing
p. m. and ar- to put out fires has greatly increased ain, where the postal savings deposi- - V(I'y
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The at the same time. With an average tors number about 11,000,000 and the &mie 011
personal and profession-deposit- s
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance annual fire loss of five niillion dollars
totaled no less than $700,474,- - al tff(;('ts- Thfc,J' "ave decided that
is $5.80 and between Torrance and Chicago makes a pitiful comparison 123 in 1!)07. She wrote. "In 1SS0 iriyiam an American and that this country Payable Tarou?boit
United States.
Mexico
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- with Berlin, where the average an- husband, self and seven children land'-- l is m-- nIac,i of residence. Both state-e1
all
and
are alfip- was born in Scot"
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, nual fire loss is only about $150,000.
in America from England with
Foreign Countries.
alld have livp1 I,earl-- a11
y
manager. Automobile Line.
The fire loss per capita in Germany, 500, after paying our fares, with
REMITTANCES
SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
and monev I alone saveri in
anvin!life in Paris. I am not and never will
Switzerland, Austria, Denmark,
be an American so there!"
combined in a stated period was bank and in the
Society.
THE CHIEF SUPPORT Italy
31!
And Mary Garden's eyes flashed as
cents.
In the United States for I cannot truthfully say since 1 came
talke1- - SlH is K5n8 t0 flS'ht- but
the same time the per capita loss was here, owing to conditions of the coun-ishmore than $2.23. It is no wonder that try, I have not been able to save
meantime she needs clothes, so
European insurance rates are found to thing. It is a disgrace for such con- iiiis morning sue paid ner $i,uuu au-- I
be much lower than those in this ditions to exist." A
After that she
ties
Chicago bank is will and got her trunks.
customs de-- I
the
suit
country.
begin
against
for
"A
advertising
deposits saying.
for the
of
the
partment
government
little iron savings bank, said to conThe tricks and terrors used by tain
$150, disappeared in the ruins of recovery of the money on the ground
collectors of overdue accounts, loan a house
and a for
that she is a
destroyed by fire the other
shark's notes and disputed bills in
eigner.
in
Rigs,
evening
Fremont, Neb., and a
"I will not be imposed on in this
Chicago prove by official
exposure search has failed to find it.
Money is
bold and ingenious beyond belief.
so easily last by carelessness, ilidt or matter," continued the prima donna.
"Systematic mental blackmail" is the fire."
"I am advised by men well versed
Xevertheles the inabiiitv con- characteriszation of the methods deiu such affairs that the government
hnnto
a
vemenf.lv
In
reiicli
snnnil
vised by some cf the more unscrupuhils n r'Sht
impose duties upon
lous. Arrests, prosecution,
disbar- make the deposits or distrust of banks my effects' 11 s a 1,erfect outrase' 1
or
a natural reluctance to e:Her a pal-ment and lefusal of the mails are imin
atial bank with an insignificant sunwallt t0 g0 t0 tlle opera tonight bu
of our extensive business. ar
of
in
pending as a result of discoveries
ar tlu' ,cloth? I aveJived
trie quality of the Limber we made, particularly discovery that to start a savings account ha.e been! cannot
in
l leii raris, so i win ue iuroeu
S'jlt. and t!ie reasonable price court summons and notices of suits reasons potent enough to make the to to since the
duties. It is disgusting
pay
wa
for n. We have built up have been faked by some collection tal sum withheld from banks no less the
women have to wait for their
way
than
COO,000,noO.
Other
to
countries and
RIGHT.
our trade ou honest lines, to agencies
bring debtors to time.
trunks under the new customs rewhich wa are still adhering, and Both Chief Justice Olson of the muni Uncle Sam himself in the case of the strictions. It is enough to expatriate
we gu .raitae e rery foot of cipal court and Postoffice Inspector Philippines have established the pos- any American who spends any time
are sifting the matter to the tal savings system to care for the beDon Caspar Avennt
Xrimbe wa sell to be just as Stuart
some ginnings of savings accounts "send- abroad."
bottom.
Complaints
represented
piece of it collection lawyers may against
be presented ing savings" they have aptly been callJUDGE C. J. GAVIN
is thoroughly seasoaed ai d to the Bar Association. Notices
used ed.
AFTER DOPE FIENDS.
fr e from all impsrfections by some collectors bear big red seals
'Oit prices are satisfactory
and so closely resemble court instruCity revenue from rent for the street
ments that thousands of dollars of space under sidewalks used in Chi- If He Had His Way He Would Suffocate Them Instead of Sending.
OUR MOTTO; To have the Best of
fake court costs have been extorted cago for a hundred purposes,
Everything in Our Line
by downThem to Jail.
town cafes, department" stores, hotels
Denver-- , Colo., Nov1. 10. "I propose
and wholesale
houses,, boot-blacto keep up the crusade against dope
standsand barber shops will annually fiends until
they have been driven
add to the city treasury funds $250,-00- from the
said Justice C. J. Gavcity,"
An immediate collection of f 150,-00- in. "I consider the use of
drugs as a
back rent due the city was au- habit the greatest of all modern evils.
OF
thorized by an appellate court decision There is some hope for the gambler
just handed down by Judge Julian and the user of intoxicants, but none
Mack. If this judgment in the "cellar for the confirmed dope fiend. ITe is
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
controversy" between the city and worse than dead.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oiher Gems.
"'Do you know what I would do with
tenants of downtown buildings, that
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
has been waged for years, is upheld you if I had the power?" asked the
527 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
by the supreme court, outlying dis- justice of a man, bloodless, colorless,
school whose aim is to prepare young men aDd women
tricts will also be affected. The space his eyes bloodshot, and every nprve
underground that the small fruit deal- twitching with pain.
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
"If I had the right to do it I would
ers, the news vendors or the peddler
above ground is compelled to pay for, take you In that back room and turn
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
both by license and by rental, will no the gas on you and put you out of
C'vil and 5 Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco- - longer below ground become a gratuity your misery."
Every user of the drug who is
to be grabbed by his more moneyed
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculto jail by
competitor. Several of the most exclu- brought before him is sent
the
a
such as
sentence
with
justice
sive
cafes are in the basements of
Of the finest
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
he thinks Js best for the case.
skyscrapers In a district where every
"You
are
a
case,
hopeless
low
are
probably
and
are
there
many opportunities
foot of space is as valuable as fresh
coarse. Expenses
but go to jail for ninety days. Maybe
air, being worth hundreds of dollars
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
they can do something for you. But
ALL OP THE VERY
for self support.
per square foot, and others have bur- if you do not
to assist the doctors
LATEST
AND
try
NEWEST
PATTERNS
AND DESIGNS
rowed
and
extended
their floor space you can't
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
expect anything but death."
from fourteen to sixteen feet under
His constables have special crders
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
the street to the very edge of the side- to bring
,
every dope fiend they find
walk, and as far out as it has been before him. He also visits the dispossible to go without conflicting with tricts and examines into the cases in
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
J the sewer and gas mains of the city. person. -

The Woman's Tonic
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GOOD ROADS.
The Indian service as well as the
J. H. VA9&HJ, Cashier.
J. PALEN, President.
foresi. service are
with
5 I A.
J. B. READ, Assistant Cashiar.
HUSHES,
the territory in the cause of coo.
b
roads. The Indian service, for instance,
EV1
B
1
IH
has appropriated $500 to reduce the
firs
30 per cent maximum grat1-- of La
jada hill, which is on the principal
SANTA
roadway from Santa Fe to Cochtti.
Santo Domingo and other important
Indian pueblos south of this city. The
in
Banking
territorial engineer has completed a
in
1870
New Mexico.
survey reducing this grade to a maxi
mum ot eight per cent ana together
with the Indian service will build a
line roadwav over the hill which is
3
Qf tfae gc(,njc Highway from ga.
3
t;1 Fe t0 Albuquerque,
which is to In
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
completed by the territory this winter.
It is due in a great measure to the en- P Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
thusiasm of Governor Curry for good
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
roads that'this work is being done, alcj
stocks in all mirkets for its customers.
Buys and sells
though the first good roads movement
2
on part of the territory was begun
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
under Governor Otero's administration, 2 of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
during which the Scenic Highway be1 as are given by
any moiey transmitting agency public or
tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas was
a
commenced and which would have
private. Interest allowed on time dspasits at the rate of three
been completed had it not been for 5
cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
Governor Otero's successor suspending
p advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
work thereon.
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E. C. ABBOTT,

Practice in the District and Supreme Co arts. Prompt and careful'
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A. B. Renehan,

to hear that he has the swift-henihu-(es- t
was
battleship. What is even better,
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
fori
Sam made the battleship himUncle
and
siastic booster for statehood
he
came-so
that
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
not
self:
It
is
long ago
That sanitary matters in New Mexeveiything in New Mexico. Then
for
armor
be.
to
as is cbnsisteiit with safely and the principles of sound bankico towns are not what they should
plate,
go abroad for
a dav when Secretary of the Interior had
badare
as
Democratic
towns
and
that
to
Republican
Ethan Allen Hitchcock became dis- instance, but thanks
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
those
a
afflicted
as
under
Repub!i!
a
ly
tariff,
and
Republican
satisfied with New Mexico and from statesmanship
pubi'.c is respecfully solicited.
steel works large enough to manu- can administration is manifest from '
3
that day on it seems that, the
facture armor plate and guns have the following editorial of the Roswell .run uruiJTr;r nj'Ln.rLTiruTJinjrn
has had a grouch toward sprung up in eastern and western Daily Record speaking of conditions in
the southwest and especially New Mex- manufacturing centers. Says the Chi- Democratic Roswell:
:
"Philadelphia has long been regardico. Whether the fact, that the former cago
with gun power ed as a city especially
"The
noted for
North
Dakota,
some
had
secretary of the interior
in the number of its typhoid fever cases.
most,
than
to
and
greater
any
equal
share of ownership in the
on Thursday proved the swift- During the month of October there
had anything to do with this at- her trial
est battleship on the seas.
were 150 cases reported there, actitude of the 'paper is an open queseven the cording to the Philadelphia North
of
the
record
"She
beat
tion. Lately, this attitude of opposinew Bellerophon, the latest achieve- American.
Last month Roswell had
tion is veering around to a lukeart. 15 cases reported to the city council.
British
ment
of
the
shipbuilder's
warm approval. with here and there
W'LLIAM VAUGHN PROP,
''Every real American, no matter If Philadelphia had had as many cases
an innuendo or a sneer that, everywhat his personal opinions about war, as Roswell, in proportion to popuin
One
thing is not alright with New Mexico, when he read the news felt a thrill of lation, she would have had 2,825 cases
off
for
that
be
would
statehood
or
put
The man who instead of 150 reported there."
in bis country.
Cuisine and
a while, but fortunately, the Globe- pride
Lirge Simple
not feel glad to see his own coundees
in
That the Democrats of eastern New
Table
Room for Comits'
Service
Democrat is not near as accurate
try ahead of other countries is a moral Mexico, anl especially in the lower Pe-- '
1 1 e d
the
since
Unex
and
forecasts
news
ce
mercial Travelers
political
monster.
cos valley are almost a unit for Pro
retirement of the former secretary of.
us to Know that our navy, snip hibition, is certain, judging by recent
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
the interior, as it was before, and the for"Fcr is better than
any other, and events. Says the Democratic Roswell
ship,
following from its editorial columns is in
aggregate power ranks second to Daily Record:
j
published merely to show the milk and but one other
navy, gives a feeling
a few years since we
is
water attitude of Old Granny
"It
AMERICAN AND
only
cf safety and certainly that words are were told
the advocates of open
EUROPE AN PLAN
by
to describe.
" 'Geographically New Mexico and inadequate
that the city could not get
"When we rejoice in our wealth and gambling
along without, it; that it would drive
Arizona have been considered Demo- our
prosperity the thought of its temp
cratic territory, and the dominant Re- tation to the spoiler must give us business from the city and our schools
reve-- j
publican party, in Senate, House or pause of fear did we net know that we could not get along without the
source.
Yet
at
from
rue
htat
derived
has net been were thus guarde:!.
executive mansion,
we were holding public
time
that
moved to look favorably upon their
"Oar strong navy is the assurance
meetings in a desperate effort to sewas of our
call for statehood
Oklahoma
peace and safety. When .lapan cure
an
enough money to keep the
as'
somewhat
in
taken
experiment, annoys us, when there is talk of war
schools open nine months and we fail-- I
as the Republicans believed that they in
to
J. E. LACOME,
Europe, when conditions arise
ed. Now the public schools run nine
had gocd ground to hope for its con- make
necessary anywhere on the earth months in the year and are operated
trol.' Thus speaks the Cleveland the assertion of American rights, no
Plaindealer. It repeats a charge which such feeling of alarm runs through at much greater expense, and; the
Proprietor
hoard of education reports a surplus
is net quite correct.
the nation as when drover Cleveland,
of ?7,50O. Good thing for the schools
"Politics has had very little influence for the maintenance of the Monroe
Ill the
was stopped.
Commodious ample mm
'
over the attitude of the Republicans Doctrine, was constrained to challenge that gambling
same way it will he a good thing for
toward Arizona or New Mexico, and the might of England.
Of Long Distance Telephone Station.
the city to abolish the saloons.
r.o influence whatever in the case of
"By our navy we are delivered from course the same old cry will be raisOklahoma.
In the election of dele- such situations and their dangers.
ed that we cannot get along without
gates to Congress Arizona has usually With aggressive designs upon, none we the license money, but when tried it
Steam Heated: Electric
been Democratic while New Mexico have prepared ourselves to give pause
FIRST CLASS CAFE
.will work just as did the abolition of
has almost always been Republican to and ward off any meditated aggresEvery Room
Lighted,
to
will
be
a
it
good
prove
gambling
IN CONNECTION
In 190S the Republicans carried Ari- - sion. We have done this by making
a Good One,
in a financial as well as moral
zona as well as New Mexico. Thus our navy ready to maintain our rights thing
The saloons are revenue producthe Republicans could not be injured! and uphold our honor, so that we may way.
FitESS TFK BI'TTON WE DO THE REST,
ers hut are a tax upon the people of
:
by the admission of these territories truly say
Roswell."
to statehood. Lack of sufficient pop-- j "Flag of the seas! on ocean wave
All threats of the saloon element
illation in the case of Arizona, and Thy stars shall glitter o'er the brave;
therefore that it would turn the terrilack of the right kind of population
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
in the case of New Mexico, has been When frighted waves rush widly back tory over to the Democratic party are
cold
be
a
receplaughable, for it would
the chief cause of such opposition to Before the broadside's reeling rack
tion it would get among the Unter-rifiethe admission of these territories, as Each dying wanderer of the sea
.
HOTEL
the Republicans have shown. Every Shall look at once to heaven and thee,
THE
knew long beforehand And smile to see thy splendors fly
Republican
No greater evidence would be needthat Oklahoma would be Democratic. la triumph o'er his closing eye."
in. Connection.
The Republicans voted to admit, rejTirst Class
ed that people are "fleeced" by gambG. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
RATES 50c and up
NOT A VICTIM OF THE LAW.
gardless of its politics, because it had
ling operations, than the fact that a
,
OPEN Day & Night
Santa Fe New Mexico- the inhabitants, the resources and the
The New Mexican agrees entirely Chihuahua man has paid outright $44,stability of conditions which entitled with the following remarks of the Ra- 000 for the gambling concessions at
It to statehood.
ton Range:
the city of Juarez just across the
the
Colfax
of
the
"We
United
attention
call
States border from El Paso,
Arizona
and New Mexico
"Possibly
wiil be admitted in the session which County Stockman to a misleading during the Juarez fiesta next month.
in that What large revenue this commonopens a few weeks hence. The Re- title on a
Vic- wealth and this city have lost by not
publicans, in their platform of 1908, paper. It reads 'Cliff Fa lk is First
like that for
are pledged to let them in as separate tim,' and the story beneath recounted charging something
states. Congress, however, will be fs that ot" tne first lad t0 enter the Xe.w gambling privileges when gambling
busy with large issues from the be- - Mexico Reform school. Now Cliff was legalized, and what large sums
Reform they are now losing by not charging
ginnins of the session to adjournment Falk is not a 'victim of the environ-havof
victim
He
the;
schooL
is
sufficiently for saloon licenses is apday. Therefore the territories may
to go over to the short session ment and perhaps of birth, and, one parent. 'Since the evil is licensed, and
thirteen months hence before thev o tne greatest drawbacks any boy ever since the poor man pays his tribute
can get attention. But politics will suffers, the loss of his good mother at anyway, it should be forced to contribhave no hand In' the action or nonac-thae of six- Wnat e,se vounS Falk ute a maximum share of its profits to
tion unon them. The Renuhlicans is a 'victim' of, we do not know, but the public treasury and thus make at
Dp
have an easy supremacy in Con- t i3 hoped he will not become possess- least financial amends for the harm it
ed of the idea that he is a 'victim of does.
they are not likely to lose it at anjthe Reform school. Boys sometimes
early day. The newspapers which 8et that idea in their own homes and
for Santa Fe
Here are
imagine that fear or party distrust are seldom contented till they try the business men, showing how they fail
dictates the course of the Republicans tner tnmg.
to support their home paper. The Alin their attitude on the admission isMorning Journal during the
The street sprinkler made the buquerque
sue are far astray."
month of October carried 18,227 inches
HERE IS AVERY EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
must
be
rounds yesterday and credit
of advertising. Says the Journal: "This
D.
his
Jose
and
Sena
city is the
given Mayor
amount of advertising
Las Vegas has stolen a march on administration.
If now the city admin- ever greatestin
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
carried
any one month in any
Santa Fe and has organized a Fairhistration would
compel the cleaning up
New
Mexico.
The
in
adver
newspaper
Association. Now is the proper time of vacant lots and the
burning of dry tising rates in the Journal are double
for a similar step at Santa Fe, so that
and decayed weeds, another step would the
next fall an agricultural and horticulthighest in the territory." Then rebe taken towards making Santa Fe a
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
member that Albuquerque supports anural display can be made. With the
city clean, healthful and beautiful. Let other
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN. SANTA Fifl
half
a
dozen
and
daily, paper
growing importance of the Estancia, the good work go on.
with
patits
papers
advertising
weekly
Taos, Chama, Espanola and other valronage. Is it any wonder that Albuleys including southern Santa Fe counExcellent Assortments of
Don't
Says the Roswell Record: "Wouldn't
which
are
ty,
directly tributary to it be nice if Good Roads could be querque forged ahead of Santa Fe and
Maiiy:
Fa'i
is daily encroaching on its business
Burned Leather Goods
Santa Fe, an effort must be made to made the issue in the next
political
other
to
men
Fe
business
when
Santa
knit these sections together more
Burned W00de.11 Placques
in New Mexico." "Good territory,
campaign
Call
articles
for advertising'
do not snerid
closely as one trade territory.
111 Kinds of irawn Work
Roads" will be an issue in the next
tbdt
a'id
business men do?
that
Albuquerque
campaign. It was not until the Re
I aspect
attract
leatner Pillows Tops ;
Rosweil's
police
judge turned publicans took charge of territorial
'Vi. 'i
Editor L. L. Klinefelter of the Obar
$281.50 into the municipal treasury for affairs that any good roads were built.
October. Albuquerque does even betProgress, is credited with the followter and Las Vegas also derives considBoth the Daily News and the Daily ing boost lor. dry farming that is to be
OLD
THE
erable revenue annually from fines. Journal have suspended publication at adopted as $ western slogan: "Proper
minus
Santa Fe is not so fortunate. Not be- Clovis. The Magic City of Curry coun- cultivation equals irrigation
Proprietor
Dry farming isn't quite
cause the city is so free from neces- - ty is not quite big enough to support tribulation."
if
but
the
Santa Fe, N, M.
San Francisco Bt.
sity for arrests but because arrests two daily papers and therefore both as easy as that sounds,
mesas
the
reclaim
to
dry
which
slogan helps
are not made or because fines are not have suspended by agreement,
,'-- ::
deimposed or collected as they are at is sensible, but a distinct loss to the of New Mexico, Editor Klinefelter
monument
nevertheless.
a
serves
community.
other places.
this territory. There was a time when

New Mexico
Attorney-at-Law- .

$150,000
75,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits,

UNCLE SAM'S PRIDE.
AN OLD NEWSPAPER GRANNY.
I'ncie Sam has made so many con- Thi nocnliar altitude of the St
.New.1.quests in so many neias oi uuc, uun
toward
l.onis
Mexico is a source of wonderment in it is not a matter of surprise to the

Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

Institution
Established

Capital Stock,

;

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every posterns in the Territory, and has a large anJ growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

I

-

Vice-Preside-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week .by carrier
.75
Daily, per month, by carrier.;..
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Professional

10,

...

Land and Mining business a specialty.,,
Santa Fe
New Mexico- HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practic in the District Courts aa
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

--

Inter-Ocean-

THE

Globe-Democr-

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
-

Socorro

PALACE HOTEL

of the Best Hotel

the West

-

i

Globe-Democr-

:

H. M. DOUGHERTY,

-

New Mexic o

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taoa

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,

Jesse

G.

C.

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

J. Roberts,

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini
dad, Colorado.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
fcefore the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Elk. Santa Fe, N. M.

j

:

-

HOTEL

GEORGE

i.

BARBER,

Attorney and Counselior-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County

-

New Mexico

CATRON & CATRON,
Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Attorneys' and

VOLNEY HOWARD,
and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish.
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms 18 and 19,
Laughlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
G.

Attorney

-

j

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S, Land
Offices.

Las Cruces"

-

New Mexico

i

C. W. G. WARD,

d

CORONADO
Sesta-va-iaxi-

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

e

120 San Francisco St.

i

e

-

132 Black for Carriages.

Call
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h
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ORIGINAL

J. S, CANDELARIO

301-30- 3

Las Vegas

-

-

-

New Mexico

t

-

t

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.

CURIO

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
D. S. Commissioner for the Third
'
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L
Cruces
New Mexio
Eastern and local bank references.
H. R. PUTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner

i

and

Conveyarcer.

LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ent asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
'
Texico
New Mexico
'

' ;

R. W. WITTMAN,

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S.

Surveyor General's Office.
Santa '.Fe,
New Mexico.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Santa Fe
New Ilexlco
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: J to
12 a. m., and 2 to b d, m. 'Phone 156.

The seals and record hook? for nopublic for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates.' Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
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The Ne-- Mexiin can uo printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west.
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dollars saved each month by the industrious
wager earner or frugal bioustwife means Health,
Wealth, Happiness and Home Coinfort.
A few

ft
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1

2

traveling man.
is registered at the Claire.
Mark P.uret, a Chicago commercial
man, is a sncst at the Palace.
Abel K. I'erea of Bernalillo, is it
busiiu'ss visitor in Santa Fe.
C. it. McDiiiinoush, a
traveling man
from Denver, is a guest at the Palace.
AV. A. Rapp, a
traveling man from
San Francisco, U stopping at the
Ciaiie.
.1.
P. Rollins, of Ruck Ford, Colo.,
is a business visitor
stopping at the
Palace.
Joseph Ryan of Philadelphia, is'
among the sightseers registered at tin

Ia the gime cf life every cellar saved is a point
scoreu.
A

CO-SANT-

FE, N. M.
CAPITAL

DC D c n 1
mm i
rtrouiiML uriiTinu
"J.

F. I). Mill"!-- , a Boston

ONE DOLLAR will start aSAVING ACCOUNT
with this Bank.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

Palace.
J. M. Hoopingarner of Stanley.1
southern Santa Fe county, is a Santa

$50,000

i

Fe visitor.

Which are You Paying For?
The
Load or the Little Load.

j

Traveling Auditor Charles

V.

Saf-for- d

has gone to Albuquerque on ofBig
ficial business.
J. S. Hands of St. Paul, is in the
If you have an ordinary heater
you are buying the big load of soft coal
city taking in the sights. He is quar
where
the
small
load
would
be
sufficient fuel to produce the same
tered at the Claire.
of
in
heat
amount
the
W. r;. Walz and daughter, Ethel, of
El Paso, are in Santa Fe to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Catron.
P. J. O'Callaghan of New York, is
The celebrated Hot Blast Down-Draf- t
in the Wilson produces
in town calling on the trade. He is a
perfect
combustion
and
the burnable fumes which escape in other heaters
are
guest at the Claire.
.
I
.1
IIT I
J. E. Wood, of the Santa Fe post-- '
that every shovelful ot coal in
.uii!.j.iica m tne
office, has moved into the Presbyterian
the Wilcon Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
Manse on Grant avenue.
j
the
same amount of coal in other heaters.
Mrs. May. Frost has returned to
No
one likes to waste money why throw away 40 per
Santa Fe from a visit with Mrs. L. O.
cent on every dollar you spend for fuel.
Fuller at Roswell.
Territorial Coal Oil Inspector Mala-- '
Santa Fe Hardware anfl
IQuiits Martinez left this forenoon for
his home at Taos.
Snrmlv friTrmiTiiT
Henry Snyder, a mining man from
LUpjJIJ UUliUJUlIj
is
on
in
town
a
Hachita,
business trip.
n."amiWi,iWm--- , i
He is registered at the Claire.
William H. Huck, a traveling man
from Denver, representing an oil com- had been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.!
iraefefifftmH Biff iTffjtBBB
J. Van Houten, who have just
pany, is stopping at the Palace.
returned; 1
V. R. Strasser, a mining man from f loin a trip to Europe." Las Vegas
THE BURSON Hose at
Cerrillos, was among last night's ar- Daily Optic.
T.
A.
Hayden, who has been engag-rivals. He is quartered at the Claise.
the price
offer them
Theodore Espe, special agent of the f il on engineering work near Cimarron
for
over
a year, returned to Santa Fe
cannot be duplicated
geenral land office, with headquarters
in Santa Fe, is at Las Vegas attend yesterday accompanied by his wife,
for value in this or any
They expect to be here for some!
ing U. S. court.
least.
weeks
at
Charles Oden, a Los Angeles travel
city,
"A. I.. Hull, Jr., court reporter, left!
ing man, is in town calling on the
on
the
auto
in'
for
his
home
Sunday
merchants. He is making headquartAthens, Ga., being called by a tele-ers at the Palace.
Miss Nora E. Morrissy, the trained gram stating that his father was!
nurse who attended Mrs. T. B. Catron growing weaker and his condition
We
Roswell
hien pushing this popular advertised
during her last illness, has returned considered dangerous."
Daily Record.
to her home at Las Vegas.
brand for two years and our confidence is such
Assistant Land Commissioner Ma-- i
"Miss Heloise Dibert who has been
tco
has
from
an
official!
returned
Lujan
visiting here the past month left fatthat we can conscientiously recommend them.
her home in Eureka, Kan., Saturday visit to the Zuni country in McKinley
and Valencia counties. He found the
night." Estancia Daily Herald.
Territorial. Auditor William G. Sar- country looking fine and was aston-ished at the splendid stand or timber!
gent was a nassenaer this
for his former home in El Rito, Rio as well as the apparent abundant sup-Amlta county. He will return on Sat- ply of water.
Third Assistant Postmaster General
urday.
Mrs. A. L. Law-shand daughter'
John H. Riley, of Colorado Springs, and
have arrived at Mesilla Park from
a well known stockman, was among
Wabash, Ind., Mr. Lawshe coming for
last night's arrivals at the Palace, com- his
health.
to remain in
THE RACKET STORE.
ing here to attend the funeral of Mrs. the Mesilla They expect
valley for the winter and
T. B. Catron.
for the present are guests at Dripping
"Mrs. Hallett Raynolds and Mrs.
Springs. Mr. Lawshe may visit Santa
E. D. Raynolds will leave on Xo. ) Fe in
the near future.
this evening for an extended trip to
The most complete line cf
Our bus'ness has doubled
California with their children." Las
The New Mexican can ao printing
brooas and notions to
In less than
uncy
years.
Vegas Daily Optic.
ba found in the territory
equal to that done in any of the large
There
a
be
cause.
must
,
"Mrs. Charles A. Spiess came home cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
this afternoon from Raton where she work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, In
eluding one of the best binderies in
the west.
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W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.
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CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS

TOTeelcs

I

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.. pre

Ladies

ye

Me

i

I

I

Ladies
Hose

J

'

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Assurance

Rational Life

Thz Cdarada

j

hae

Company

Denver Colorado.

.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

j

1

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexicc

A1,

tanta Fe,

Catron Block

N. M.

Z'pL

1

25c. 35c: and 50c.

j

W. N. jTOWNSEND & CO.

Loans-L-

&

ife

Fire-Su-

Bonds

rety

INSURANCE
(Gitj

to

ESTATE

R E A ll

Ranch Property)

&

100 Acres ?n the Ptcos Valley, two Miles From
' : : :
Roswell ; : : : : : : s
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.

ELKS THEATER

FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON OH ADDRESS

COMPANY

&

O
Fliane Bed

Saata Fa, IT.

Cation Eleclc

ISO

3s-

a

-

If you want anytnnig n earth
New Mexican want "ad."

try
!

Tuesday.. November

16th.

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cle iced, pressed and put in good shape
We will do iUmGHT
lor fall wear.
We will charge j

Ihe

Cleaning

Goldberg
203

PHONE

208 WEST

:

-

Switzerland of America:
THE VALLEY RANCH

Afaroons old Spanish Land f!rant
beautifully and hlstoriOHlly situated
on the Pecos River 700 feet above sea
level and surremded, by pine and
spruce covered mountnlns of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshli.e every day
In the year such as no disease gv.rm
can live in. The greatest health giving country In the world.. 28 milts
east of Santa Fe.
Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HOR3KBACK

riding-TEN-

PRESENTS

From

-

'

Do ton

for
tcdy
and all

Write
J.

Ulu-trate- d

Evaporated
,

and

LEIOI 6

As S3en

379

pamphltt

InfcrmatUn

10

.M.

F.

Consecutive

Performances
in Chicago

.

10

RAYMOND

RESERVED SEAT SALE
Opens Thursday, Nov. 11.
Dress circle and Parquet ...$1.50
First three rows Balcony . . 1.00
Balance Balcony .
.75
Box seats .
2.00
.

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUB LTC

i

II

v

Tl

TI

Catron Block.

ORANGE PEEL

English Walnuts

&

We Now Have E?ery Thing
Necessary For Fruit Cake

I

DIAMONDS

I

WATCHES
.t-.1-

MEXICAN FILIGREE

WELRY

R,htSe,v,ce

Cut Glass, China and Silverware
St
SANTA FE.

345 San Francisco

Hi HE 8 SO.
'PKOIE 26.

'

N
N

m

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY
"OUR AVOHK IS BEST"

Our tSpecialty Good
W. H.

U

I

MANUFACTURER OF

ISiSSS:

I
I

H. C. YQRIT

;W

'

IN GRAMMAR

78

peaches
APRICOTS

Almonds

SONG HITS

EFFECTS

I .dividual or. Class Lissoas.

Phone Black

Also jffcw, 1909 Crcp

WONDERFUL SCENIC
AND ELECT R I GAL

SPANISH LESSONS

NFW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY

DOROTHY MAYNARD

NIS

and 12 00 per week
Hors?t, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.

RAISINS,
CURRANTS
PEARS

JOHN L. KEARNEY

$5.00

$' 03

Have also just received a full line of
"RnVfll" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
AluJai and all kinds cf ART EMBROID.
ERIE 3 and NOVELTIES. : : :

PRUNES

With

etc.

ildlDu

fti

OF INTEREST TO LADIES

la

CITRON

Coxao.fbrta.'ble.

Trip

Irafl Fruit,

All 1909 Crop

uestion

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
good teams.
Tiling &caa.a to Ualca Faa

FARE

la

Girl

.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

sang-e-

a Moda Millinery

GRfiCERS.

PALACK AVE

TIES

Call at the

THE LEADING

WOObY'S HACK LIKE

THE

want the latest thing in

jfjon

H.5. KAUNE8C0.

H H. FRAZ5E,Inc.

and Pressing Establishment

BLACK

1

Work and Prompt Serv.'ct:

Krr'Aetanta Fe

.

v

Pnone

122

Red

H
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

WORDS OF WISDOM

St,

JltS

PfCifl c

I VI

HOCKV

t.

DRIVES OUT
RHEUMATISM

Si
POINTING OUT THE HIGHWAY OF
HAPPINESS.

Railway

Comoany.

I

10, 1909.

her to go there and told her to release
her husband from the box car.
Pfeiffer was arrested at. 4 o'clock
the next afternoon charged with being
a party to the crime. He was identified by Mrs. Majoribanks and her
Several days later Proccpi
Nuanes was arrested as the other accomplice. In a written confession
Nuanes admitted that ho and Pfeiffer
did the work, but threw the burden of
blame on Pfeiffer, whom he declared
had taken the lead in the whole mat- ter and had suggested and urged him
ti take part in it. Both men were
bound over to the grand j;iry in the

When the blood becomes overcharged with uric acid it
continually
weaker, more acrid, and poorer in nourishing qualities. The
nerves,
"aking as His Tex, "Feed the Brute," prows
musc-l-?and joints, instead of receiving their necessary nutriment from
the'
Writer Gives Forth a Few Facts
circulation are gradually filled with the sharp uratic impurity with which
the circulation is loaded, and the pains and aches of Rheumatism are the
Worthy of All Worm's
natural result. No amount of rubbing,
or the application of external medRememorance.
icines can have any direct and curative effect on the blood; the most to be
We are bowing
Miss Mary Snow expected from such treatment is temporary relief from the pains and aches.
of Chieage and wondering how it hap- There is but one way to cure Rheumatism", and that is to cleanse the blood'
Miles Prom
Hilw from
No 1,
No 2
of the uric acid impurity.
STATIONS.
S. S.S. is the proper treatment, because it goes
Raton
I'AILY
DAILY
Mjtnes
pens that she bears the title of "Miss." down and attacks
the disease at its head, and by filtering out every particle
She says she holds to the view that of the uratic natter and
and enriching the blood cnre
N
0
49
00 a. m.
6 30 p, til,
I
the highway to hi) piness runs through Rheumatism in every form. strengthening
Lv. Pus Motn9,
Arr,
S.S. S. changes the sour,
blood sum of $12,500 each and have been in
"
46
Lv.
10 12 A. in.
6 16 p. ni.
Ruinalio.
a
the pantry and the kitchen into the to rich, healthy stream, which quiets the
d
" Kedinaa
11
13 35 ft, iu.
4 55 p. m.
88
nerves, muscles and the
"
county jail since. The grand jury
18
82
4 35 p. m. :dining room;
1J 5) d. HI
that a good meal and a joints, cools the feverish flesh, gently removes tho cause and drives Rheu" Oapullu
20
29
4 25 p. m.
II 05
Vial I
in
matism
returned
from
the
four indictments each against.
cases
S.
as
reaches
inherited
S.S.
well
system.
well
as
those
kept house are the keys to mari24
3 55 p. ni.
8t
U 21 n. m
.( Thompson
81
18
. in
11 i'j
3 30 p. ni.
tal happiness. Miss Snow is a teach- winch have been acquired, and good results are always experienced from the men, assault, attempt to rob, rob
Cunulngbain
use. Special book on Rheumatism containing many valuable suggei-tion12
12 21 p. in.
2 55 p. in.
.7
(Jlifton Hoist Junc-tlcbery and impersonating an officer.
er of domestic science in the public Its for rheumatic
12 45 p. m.
2 30 p in.
Arr
Arr.
sufferers and any medial advice free 'to all who write.
M
N M
0
RATON
Xuanes will probably be tried imme30
o.
12 25 p. ni.
I
va..
Lv.
Lv.
schools of Chicago, but she ought to
12
3 50 p. ru.
7
12 05 p. m.
Lv
Clinton House Junction
THE
SPECIFIC
SWIFT
GA
CO.,
ATLANTA,
after the completion of the
know
diately
a
.hht
woman
of
her
views can
49
11 40 a. iu.
Preston
ia
it 4515 p. iu,
Pfeiffer case.
53
28
11 06 a' in
Koehler
p m.
land a
and
easily
grate55 p. m.
66
20
11 15 a. ro.
Koehler .Inot.
ful brute cf the go:. us homo by com68
88
!5 50 p. ra.
tlO 15 a. m.
Uolfax
their other effects and then be com77
5 15 p. m.
41
9 43 a. ni.
Ottrrosoao
BIDS CALLED FOR.
to Texas.
ing
6 35 p. m.
9 25 a. m.
Lv.
Arr. CIMARRON N. M
pelled to leave a few years later.. But
M
47
The
of
Hum
Sealed
7 08 p. ill.
nresent
the
ara
Lv.
girls
7
50 a. ra.
Arr.
proposals will he received
to our great surprise we find that
N
38
.. 10 p. in.
7 40 a. m.
60
M.
Lv
Nst
when they fail to'
making a misal-by the Board of County
(separately
7. 23 p. m.
Palace.
89
7 25 a. m.
Harlan
63
are
to
and
they
staying,
going
stay. Commissioners cf
value the tremendous importance of
94
7. 45 p. in.
Ute Park
7 00 a. m.
Santa Fe county,
This
was one of the dryest years in the
Charles Odeii, Los Am ,fles: W. H.
domestic science. The happiness of
Santa Fe, X. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec.
V.
the
E.
of
are
history
and
La
Smith.
Huck,
Denver;
country,
Veta;
they
Kith, 1900, for (7) seven fire
with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N. which they dream in the married state
proof
(I
II. McDounough, Denver; John H. stiil there.
They managed to raise-- auix uoors. Also court
will fade with the honeymoon if
M., 6:15 p. m.
they
house furniof
deal
feed
Colorado
and
will
good
pull ture.
Springs: Miss La
Specifications
f Connects with E. P. 4 t. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M., do not know how to minister ti the Riley,
and schedules
tempora needs of the boy who does Peary, Las Vegas; J. C. P. Rollins, through. 1 now believe that the coun- - will be furnished the prospective bid-- '
l:E5 a. m.
will
lio
rlovlmirwl
.....
frv
u.
o,I
the work.
..,., somei ders hv
ctiiu
Rocky Ford, Colo.; Mark Burget, Chi... I H w w
... vr ro.. uu. aicuiStage for van Houten, N. M., meets tralna at Preston, N. M.
day be doted over by farmers who tests. All bids to be addressed to
Strike a healthy man iji the stum-- : cago: Joseph Ryan, Philadelphia.
S. Passenger trains arrive ani depart from Des Moines is follows:
C.
can raise feeds, grain and other pro- Geo. W.
mick wlili a soggy biscuit, dearie, and!
Claire.
NORTH BOUND
Arniijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
SOUTH BOUND.
ducts
he'll
kic':
the
he
M.
before
adapted to that climate and soil e,
to
The board reserves the
dog
No. 1, 6:0 a. m.
Helen La Pearl, Xew York: W. A.
goes
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
'
the office; hand him a waffle weighing Rani). Ran Francisco: F T) ATi.llin and do well. The climate is ideal. right to re ject any or all bids.
Mo. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
I. SPARKS,
Track connection with A. T. ft 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. two pounds and of the consistency of Boston; F. J. O'Callaghan. New York: Stock will live there on far less than
in this country.
Chairman Board of County
Many forage
S. Harris, St. Paul; Minn.: Abel E. here
ft S. at Oes Moines, E. P ft 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron ft aimor piate ami tie u swear as sure as
feeds will grow there with but very
yot: are Lorn; give him a steak that is
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
W.
R.
Strasser, little moisture.'"
burned on the out side and raw ia the Perea, Bernalillo;
Kansas City
Cima-ron- ,
N. M is depot f f r ths following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
CerriHos; Henry Snyder, Hachita.
middle and t'olsy-wootsis going to
The New Mexican can uo
Fayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
priming
Coronado.
a gill of tears before
sunset;
equal to that done in any of the large
Ute Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo drop
serve him coffee of the strength of
Leo Calvert, Denver; George Dan- DISTRICT COURT AT
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
oeco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Lobo. diluted
Elizabethtown,
milk ami he'll forget to kiss iels, Alamosa; Matt Pollock, Denver;
we turn out. Try our stock
work
BUSY.
ALBUQUERQUE
KEPT
Sled
Ranches
de
River
Taos
and
Taos,
Questa,
City,
Twining.
at the door, and W. B. Boulger, R. F. Hogan, Kansas
somebody good-bonce and you will certainly come
e. J. DEDYWN,
then there'll be the devil to pay.
J. van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORMAN,
Porfirio Zabora Found Guilty of As- again. We have all the facilities for
City; J. H. Smith, Hyer; J. M.
It is oasy enough, dearie, to hook
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr.
sault With Deadly Weapon
- Pass- GenStanley; George Flannery,
turning out every class of work, in-- I
Superintendent
Agent the scoundrel at the altar Sli n rnup Denver; James
San
Florencio
one of the best binderies in
on
Black,
Pfeiffer
Pedro;
Trial.
eluding
N
M
N.
RATON.
RATON,
RATON, N, M. hand into his a few times, rub your Jose B.
the west.
Valencia, Espanola; V. Wall-cup10.
X.
Nov.
M.,
Albuquerque,
eek
d
against his, and look un appeal-inglMoiiarty.
"Guilty, as charged in the indictinto his eyes until in the desperment," was the verdict returned at 1
ation of ecstasy he rips off 97 kisses
o'clock yesterday afternoon by th
.and you've got him, but that's no sign
jury in the case of the Territory of
you are going to
hold him.
The
GLEANINGS BY A
Xew Mexico versus Porfirio Zamora,
strangle hold on his affections is obWeak Kidneys, surely point to weak
PERIPATETIC
PEN
with assault with a dendlv
tained through jam-u'charged
kitchen and
kidney
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the :Heart. and
the
weapon upon the person of Jesus Sedil Btomach,
fining room work.
find their weakness, not in the organ
Feed him indifferently far a year,
lo on August 24th last. Zamora was itself, but in the nerves that control and guids
strengthen them. Dr. Snoop's Restorative ia
H. R. II.
and he'll be downtown till midnight,
indicted on two counts, Ihose of carrv- - and
a medicine specifically prepared
to reach these
while you are worrying with the babv'
nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone
Just P.ubbing it in An acquaintance ins a deadly weapon and making an as- - controlling
is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money J
a:ui wnen he does come home, he'll of a local hard ware ma n stormim nt the sault with a flMiilr woannn
Well.
d uiue streak it you ask him latter s store the other day and began
If your back aches or is weak, if the urine
;teai
to
the
or is dark and strong, if you have symptoms
evidence
According
introductcalds,
to walk the kid for a couple of hours,
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous
various events. During the ed during the trial which was
kiddiscussing
begun
WHI me tirst thine vnn krimv lit,
ney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month-Tab- lets
course of the conversation the hard- late
or
and
see
afternoon
what
can
it
Liquid
Monday
and finished
and will
be taking two maals a day at the res- ware man
inquired of his vistor wheth- shortly afternoon yesterday, Romero oo for you. Druggist recommend and sell
taurant and spending half an hour at er he knew
anything about Arizona and Sedillo engaged in a fight in the
each meal jollying the pretty girls who
laws. Receiving a negative answer, the'
vicinity of the Gold Star saloon in Old
run the cigar counters.
hardware man said: "Well, do vou Town. Zamora stabbed Sedillo in the
You can'c tell us
about
the Know
anything
TO THE EAST & NORTH
brutes, dearies. They are the worst a man imu ina Arizona tney cant nang neck. The wound proved to be not
with wooden leg?" The visitor serious.
The jury was out a little
ever. Their horizon of cussedness
Now in effect Via
passes far beyond mere boundlessness.1 was very much astonrsnea at the state- more than an hour before agreeing on
ment and hegan to expatiate against a verdict. Sentence
We have .seen them in all their
s
by the court was1
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
and we have prayed and having such laws on the statute books. deferred until the end of the term.
Sisneros Pleads Guilty.
pleaded with them
for your sweet When he had worked himself up to a
STRIP?UiNG-BURROWCO.
sakes, but all in vain. We would have high pitch over the matter, quietly conThe case of the Territory versus
tinued:
"Xo
a
man
can't
B. P. & S. W.
them
gathered
they
hang
together as a hen gath-eretXicholas Sisneros, charged with stab-her brood and led them home with a wooden leg, in Arizona. They bing Xasario
Montoya on May 23 lust
but for the likelihood that tho verv have to use a rope, same as anywhere
did not go to trial when called yes-- !
For o 11 particulars,
A. N. BROWN
else."
The visitor muitred something
suggestion might cause them to quit
afternoon, the defendant enter- :;. p. a.- - k, p. s. vv.
MAtCNIC.
Address
the Democratic party.
rather forcible and pulled his freight terday
Kl Paso Texas.
a plea of guilty, when
ing
in
arraigned'
another direction. The hardware before
Swing on to the cook book, girls.
the court. Sisneros and Mon-- J
Mon'ezuma Lodge No
Master the possibilities of the kitchen man is still laughing.
t BOSSES
toya became involved in a scrap last
anc see that the house is sweet and
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
and Sisneros cut, Montoya considu a r
A Marked Change
clean. Get a pai- of your daddy's
"A great many' May
communication
about the face and body.
old brev.hes and learn how to
first
in- - erably
take
in
a
For
of eack
things
Monday
place
day.
patch,
and see if you can sew on a button stance, Mr. Whitaker, employed in the' G. S. Klock, attorney for Martha E.
month
at
Masonl
uiai win nave some approximate rela-- freight department of the Xew Mevicn Hart, administratrix of the estate of
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
o
Aonn
tion with the buttonnole. It may mean Central railroad, was
Henr.v. deceased, filed a suit
J. A. MASSIB.
rustling the mail!
your life's happiness, dearie, and it from the depot to the postoffice Satur- - in tho dist,'ict
yesterday
asking
Worthy Master.
ALAN
may mean the brute's soul'-- , salvation, day evening when we left town for the M"(lsnien1: against W. S. Hopewell and
McCORD, Secretary.
W- - HPewell.
May the Lord prosper your efforts and ranch, a
John M. Moore,
single man and apparently as Anna
bring you finally into a state of happi- - happy as a lark. We met
tn,stee
and Martha A. Whitcomb, for
this1
him
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
ness tba. will bieas all with whom
;55nollesed to be due on a promis- you morning sitting on a load of furniture
R- A. M.
Regular cob
come in contact.
Amen.-Hou- ston
toward his ranch, with a down'! BOr' note lated J"I" 2. 1909.
T vocation second
driving
Monday of
J kj k,.
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
cast look and a sickly kind of grin
Pfeiffer en Trial.
ca-montn at Maseml
The
case of the Territory versus
that at once told the tale of his transi-Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
tion from bachelorhood to a state of Florencio Pfeiffer, indicted
C. J. CRAXDALL, H. p.
the
by
Baths
the Street.
benedictine unrest. In other words. ' prand jury charged with as
.......
ARTHUR SELJGMAN. Secretary.
t nl
the we knew at
the he: the person of Mrs. Goldie Majoribanks!
.
ul0llu-- l
ul HIETa hart boon m
Oil Tnnn 0.11, lo
i
..1.,.,
Santa Fe Commandery No.
cities at a minimum expense and in- - fmm tho orria
. . ...
,,. v i, mo
ritefitnt
.
tt
i
tJliltJIU ay
1. K. T.
..nuijv.m,
j xuijjy
iirr afternoon. The
convenient has been devised by a aid.
Regular conciav
Kansas City man. The simple apparterritory was repre- fourth Monday In eack
sented by District Attorney G. S.
atus is composed of several lengths of
month at Masonic Hall ai
New Mexico Stockman in Kansas Klock, John A. White beirfe counsel
Via
two inch iron pipe with a water
m.
7:30
p.
plug
connection on one end and four coim City "A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound,! for Pfeiffer. At 5 o'clock the work of'
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Mora county, N. M., is a former well selecting a jury' had not been coin- mon shower bath sprays
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
arranged at known farmer of Butler
the other, the whole costing only $5
county, Kan. Pleted And an adjournment was taken
DENVER
RIO
to make, and the baths are given iu Mr. Jahren went to the new range until 9 o'clock this morning,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
counry a few years ago just as an ex- the street.
Mrs. Manoribanks will
1
A.
Antlont .. , A
..... r,i,aw ,,c 14th datrraa
Each afternoon in summer the ap- jtiiment and he has been doing so, the first, witness for the jj.wtt, to-- Scottish Rite of Free
meet
Masonry
territory
paratus is carried through the thick- well that he now calls it his permanent day. It is expected that the case will on the third Monday of each month.
Still in effect to all
USh"
f
ly populated part of the city, the at1
aJ1'anCJh
tgo to the jury before Thursday as: at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1.
u
tendant stopping every block or so to
vuicu a large number of witnesses have been Masonic Hall, south side or Plaza.
points.
:
I""
?"u
connect it with a water plug. The
a uuuic m aucieui origin, in tact, sunpoenaed for both the
prosecution Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
soon learn to watch for it and to boys
this house was built of adobe brick by and defense.
For farther Ic'ormation make inquiry of
predially invited to attend.
pare for the bath by donning, if they Mexicans many years ago, perhaps a
Pfeiffer is charged with
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
assaulting
see fit, still older clothes. In this
F. H. MoBRIDS, Aeot, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
or
more ago, as no one Mrs. Majoirbanks on
way half century
the
Venerable Master.
June
of
night
several thousand Kansas City children knows when the house went up. Re- 24th last. Mrs.
Majoribanks and hus- HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
SANTA PR. N. M.
were given a street shower bath once cently Mr. Jahren
bought an addition band arrived at. Abajo, three miles
Secretary.
a day during the summer months. The of 11,500 acres which
joins his original south of Albuquerque on a freight
city provided the necessary water
8. P. O. E.
free. Men, women and even horses, as the
largest in that part of the terri-- that day. As they were walking ln 'tha
Santa Fa Tndre Mr iP.ft R P n
well as the children, also have tha ti.i.
..
TX
. ...
..1
V.!T..
Notice for Publication.
iu,,. jk uauuics sueei) exclusive v uueiuon 01 Aimiquerque two men ap- - holds its reular session On the
Notice for Publication.
privilege of a bath. Popular Meehnn. He raises
some forage feeds and hay,
Homestead
them, inquired as to their ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
Xo.
No.
02C7.)
Entry (Serial 0907)
(Homestead Entry
ics.
and finds the sheep business more reason for
being in the Santa Fe yards month. Visiting brothers are invite
Department of the Interior,
Sill.
profitable than cattle. "The time has and finally arrested them for trespass-V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M., Department of the Interior,
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
come,' said Mr. Jahren, 'when we must ing, using a jrun to enforce their com-- -'
Use and Ornament.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
November 1. 1909.
Exalted Ruler'
own
own
our
lands
in
that countrv if mands. One of the men took Major!-- : J. D. SENA.
Mr. Newrich, the Pittsburi?
Notice is hereby given that Laura
October 27. 3 &09.
Secretary.
e iulciiu iu raise sneep, or carry on
uaujio aim lucKea mm in a box car.
Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
www
Xotice is hereby given that Manuel millionaire, was furniahino v... m
Tn wa the settlers have Both men then
rancn,nof
his
on
magnificent
mansion
dragged Mrs. Majori
who,
July 13, 190.S, made, Home- Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N.
Knghts of Pythias.
crowding in gently beats any-go- t banks to a point near a powder house
"Let me see," he mused. "You have
stead Entry No. 02C7, for SR.
of M,. who, on October 1 1, 3 904, made'
Santa
Fe
Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
1 eV6r
hearf'
f' They Were ... t.. sauunms, wnere
the order for that $85,000 edition ''h,'ng
to
of Sec. .3. and N
SE.
NR.
and Homestead Entry (Serial 0U907) No.!
according
Pythias.
Regular
meeting 1st and 3d
de luxe of Dickens bound in levant?" 01'1K)Sef and 1 wa's one of
many the woman, both men treated her in a Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I
SW.
NE.
of Section 10, Town- 8111, for southwest quarter, (SW
v,
uo
Yes. sir," replied the bookseller
ineu iu Keep tnem out, not be- brutal manner. They also robbed her' O. O. F.
ship 1G X. Range 9 E, N. M. P. Meri Section 3, Township 14 N., Range 11
hall, San Francisco St. Visit-o- f
"And the $10,000 set of Shake- - cause I care so much about the land
several dollars and other valuables, ing Knights invited to attend,
M.
N.
has
to
P.
notice
intention
filed
of
E.,
dian,
Meridian, has filed notice
I
but
really thought they would sim in the Abajo station house, directed j
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
make final commutation proof, to es- of intention to make final five year ' speare?"
"Yes, sir
ply lose the little bit of money and after which they showed her the lights JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R.
-tablish claim to the land above deS.
'
i me iana
And tne standard authors bound in1
.
cfn-r.
scribed, before Register or Receiver.. ahove dpKcrlherl
" tfcr. Vr,,.i..k..l can. inacKeray, Hcott,
Washinetnn
V. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at San j
irving. Cooper and all them there oih
Mexico, on the 4th day of December, ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th da
1909.
December, 1909.
have a memorandum of
"Yes, sir;
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
the entire list."
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy,
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose
"Well, then, that's off my mind,"
Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katheriue Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
said Mr. Newrich of Pittsburg, with
a sigh of relief.
New Mexico.
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and . Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
"Now, what I want
Is something to read, Say, have
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
you
Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
having
got a complete set of 'Old Sleuth?
Register.
L
ZllrZ:.-..Renter.
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SI J 6! tier days. In "few more years trued to be Joyful emotion tut
BLANKS
she would be no longer young or beau- went to hang up his coat and tat TWO SOCIAL FRAUDS
tiful, if good. And this would seal the When he came back, she had comPriii
for sale by New Mexbook between Vardiman and herself. pletely regained her poise, and her
N.
P:
can
ican' a F
Company
to the
He had kissed her just once on thtt rhapsodies were
E03TON CLUB MEN WHO "WORK" Mex.
deHe
smiled
little
she
husband.
and
his
would
phlegmatic
neck,
accept
THEIR FRIENDS.
Mining Blanks.
offering of esteem. Then things would lightedly at the outcome of his little
FOR SALE One gcod piano.
experiment, and went so far as to
jog along as before.
Additional ami Amended Location A aua Flia S'..
a
toto
Christmas.
match at
promise
"You will receive the ticket in
ring
Certificate.
And Mercedes? She was thinking of Successfully "Fish" for Invitations to
morrow's post," Vardiman was saying
sheet.
Agreeni. i,t ,f Publisher.
FOR RENT, OR SALE A goo
Spend Afternoon and Maneuver
What had he meant? He
confidentally, "and after that clear Vardiman.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
typewriter, J. B. Sloan.
It to Cover Dinner, Bed
had made a fool of her of course;
sailing."
Notice of Mining Location.
sheet.
comand
of
his
better
and
Breakfast.
thought
Mrs. North lifted eyes brimming
folly,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
FOR RENT-e- Furnished room, bath,
with gratitude. "I shall never be able promised by "throwins her a son" in
M sheet.
Properly.
The most
ctfic light. Phone 231.
rogues in a!l
to repay you, Hoothe," sh6 said softly. the vulgar vernacular. All men were
Placer Mining Location.
sheet.
At the sound of his name upon her sneaks and traitors all but Floyd. He Christendom dwell in Boston. These
Title Bond of .M in iui; Properly,
was at least an honorable,
h;!ps are not porch climbers nor are
household
lips. Vardiman reddened daikly. But
FOR SALE--A- ll
sheet.
almalefactors
of
man.
Gillmore
they
had
apAnd
how
Utile
wealth,
she
Nellie
great
Cravey
By
chickens etc., at 2rS
they had reached the corner where
cow,
Deed.
lure,
sheet.
Mining
ibi
of
ugb their performances partake
preciated Ifis worth! The spot on her
Mrs. North must take her car, and lift
Fria St.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
neck ate into her like vitriol. She felt the most evil qualities of both. The
ing his hat, he said in a low tone:
Coal
of
twain
Declaratory
Staiemeir,
are
which
her balance tottering perilously, and
nominally
speak
"Von have done that already, Merce(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)
sheet.
WANTEDPosition as stenograph-er-clervery much to North's surprise, she an ostensibly, even ostentatiously,
des."
Mercedes Ncrth caught her breath
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
threw herself abruptly into his arms im ubers of good society, and are not
Reft renees. Address
lady.
by
and
was
An
he
gone,
Instant later,
it;
Afbewilderedly as she looked at
of au Attorney.
Power
and
as
shook
frauds
the
.Ww
usually
Mexican.
M.,
recognized
they
care
hysterically.
was spinning
up
$900! Tuesday would be her birthday, Mercedes North
fidavit and Corroboratirg
"This won't do. kid." he sail, stro- are. All the greater shall be their
and only yesterday Floyd had asked Broadway, her brain awhirl with de:;ni when it conies.
sheet.
not
Affidavit,
her
hair
king
"you're
tenderly,
SELECT BOARD AND ROOMS
her what she wanted. She had told licious day dreams.
The particular episode into which
Notice of Riuht to Water.
sheet.
well. You've been too much indoors.
Those
him unhesitatingly that nothing would
desiring same phone Black 10.
all
the
venom
malevolent
of these parWhat do you say to a box at the opera
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of Reasonable
"Floyd!"
if
terms: near Capitol.
Now
an
emerald.
but
her
satisfy
as.tes was quintessenced occurred Notice,
for
sheet.
"Yes, dear?"
she had just waited!
t
the
the
Here
ju
other
is
story
day.
Affidavit of Assessment,
In the present tumultuous state of
sheet.
is?
But
after all, $900 . . . she I "I wonder what this little thing
steam
FOR SALE A seeonrt-haiiStock Blanks.
her
Mercedes North was will- stripped of all obscuring and foggy
mind,
and
it
found
this
thought
morning
sighed as she dragged her eyes away
These two are tennis talkwill be
in good condition.
It
covering.
boiler
to
Venat
Bill
Sale
somestraw
that
of
Animals
snatch
promamount
to
ing
any
it
Bearing
might
from the window, raising them with a possibly
ised salvation from her own desperate ers. As to their skill let that pass. dor's Recorded Brand,
j disposed of at very low price.
Apply
sheet.
shock to the piercing gaze of Boothe thing."
By much talking on the subject they
ComMexican
to
New
the
or
23
Bill
in
Printing
of
Books
exigency.
from
Blanks,
Sale,
North
glanced up indifferently
Vardiman.
The blood sizzled in her
enlisted
the
au
of
attention
unsuspect4
So
oc
herself
she
dressed
pany.
after dinner
per hook.
cheeks, in the tiny spot on her neck, his paper, and took the card from his with an
unusual amount of attention ing companion one day at the lunch
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
he said,
where, the night before . . . how wife's fingers.
Bostable.
This
lives
outside
person
to personal
adornment, and excitesheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
long he had been at her elbow, Mrs. smoking lazily as he examined it.
ton, of course.
Otherwise he would
more
ment
than
face
her
rendered
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
course."
"Oh!
then
is
it
The
valuable,
sheet.
North could never have told.
Power of Attorney,
not
have
been
ensnared.
Iiearing sheet.
Vardiman would
beautiful.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
"Perhaps perhaps not. Depends al- ordinarily
speculation cut sharply across her
their
talk
a
and
himself
genuine
being
be
He
sure
see
to
her.
be there, and
on the article and the
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
She hoped together
sheet.
throbbing recollections.
lover of the game, he was thoughtto Gather, Drive and
he had not seen the yearning in her amount that was gotten on it. But should see, loo, that she wore his lessly generous enough to invite this
Authority
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
she
and
that
contemptuous',
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re-face, heard the sigh of renunciation the first thing for us to do is to ad- slight
sheet.
Deed.
to
his
at
an
Mortgage
afternoon
couple
spend
as she turned from the window! His vertise it. Doubtless the fellow, or did not wear his peace offering at all! tennis club about
sheet.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
forty or fifty miles corded Brand,
Every seat was taken. All the boxes from the
next words settled the question indu- woman, who lost it will be watching
Drive and Clause,
to Gather,
was
sheet.
Hub.
Authority
Their
acceptance
were filled. It was some time before
the papers and advertising, too."
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'r
bitably.
instantaneous
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
aud
correspondingly
Mrs.
North
to
muster
could
courage
But if we do not hear
"A beauty that, isn't it?" He looked
"Naturally.
sheet.
sheet.
greedy. Yet the countryman did not Recorded Brand,
anything?" Mrs. North was shaking glance toward Boothe Vardiman's box suspect. The pair were promptly on
at her sympathizingly.
of
sheet.
Brand.
Certificate
sheet.
Option.
sat
where
so
she
often
with
had
hand and ate their host's luncheon
Mrs. North-- , experienced an absurd with excitement, and two round spots him. But at last their
sheet.
Contract.
of
Sheep
Notice
sheet.
Protest,
eyes met,
sense of excitement, of expectation. were stinging in her cheeks.
with enthusiasm.
Then all three, toJustice of the Peace Blanks.
Notice of Publication,
Notaries'
His
the
with
old
merged.
compelling
"After a reasonable time, we might
Hut she gave an appreciative little
with an obliging club member,
sheet.
Appeal Bond,
Sheet.
ardor; hers with swift evasion. As gether
nod that mean valiantly to bs enthusi- investigate the article."
went
out
sheet.
upon the tennis court and
Bond, Criminal,
Appeal
sheet.
she
looked
her
away
coldly,
Warranty Ieed,
perturbed
"Oh! Floyd; I wonder what it will
astic in an entirely impersonal way.
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
the row of faces in the started the game. "A pleasant time
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
glance
swept
on
She
sat
his
came
be?"
and
lap
"I was just thinking of buying it
Suddenly, alleges cue of
Bond on Continuance,
A tall, slender girl with a was had."
Appearance
for
for Killing
balcony.
Bounty
Application
myself," he pursued tentatively, "if and began stroking his wavy black profusion of wheat-golsheet.
hair and deep, the guilty pair, the sun went down (J. P.),
sheet.
Wild Animals,
nervous
with
hair
a
lingers.
cold,
it
and lo! to their consternation, they
you really consider
bargain."
Bond of Appearance,
(District
smiling brown eyes was just taking
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
North laughed as he replied: "Proba
"I
had
never
beside a dapper young clerk. '1'scovereu it was seven o'clock. Mine Court),
her
seat
sheet.
of Trust, fuH sheet.
Deed
a
or
a
anbattered
who
she
up Waterbury
in
had probably made several
sack
ably
my
life,"
Mercedes North drew in her breath host,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
Some poor duck
"but
it isn't pair of old
swered
candidly,
the color fle dng from her double faults watching that sun's desheet.
to
sharply,
Bond
the
Peace,
Keep
sheet.
Butchers' Bond,
cline was "game," and ignoring the
because I haven't wanted one, or be- may have needed a half, for dinner." cheeks and leaving them like ivory.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Sheriffs'
Monthly Report of Lifact thai his
cause I didn't know what was what."
Mercedes made a little face, but her
were invited for
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com- censes,
"Floyd!" She barely recognized the the afternoon guesis
sheet.
inHer fingers were working nervously eyes sparkled.
not
"Or a solitaire or or sound
the
and
evening,
of her own voice.
sheet.
an automobile," she suggested naively,
Report of the Assessors, full sheet.
sisted that they take dinner with him. plaint,
in her muff.
North turned attentively.
Forcible Entry and Detaiuer, Sumsheet.
for License,
Loud
Application
"And am I to understand by that "how delightfully mysterious it all is.
their
Oh,
na,
protestations.
"See what a pretty girl in the bal
sheet.
sheet.
License.
Retail
I do hope nobody '11 claim it!"
to town at once, th?y mons,
would
Liquor
that you think this "
go
they
from
the
aisle
first row.
cony, third
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
sheet.
Notice of Conveyance,
would by no means inflict themselves
"Gorgeous!" she interrupted, glowWith a little gesture of swift ten- 1 wonder who she is?"
Forcible
Execution
Entry and Desheet.
of Santa Fe,
In
etc.
thair
Deed,
him,
protesCity
fact,
upon
ingly.
derness, North drew her face down to
North glanced quickly in the direc-- '
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet.
Vardiman permitted his eyes to rest him and kissed her affectionately. She Hon she had indicated, and a slow tations and graceful acquieseences tainer,
sheet.
Writ,
a
Replevin
took
minutes.
Later
up
good thirty
on the woman's face till the hot blood was such a baby!
Application for Marriage License,
flush pushed its way through the
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
sheet.
oozed away, leaving her deathly pale
His wife watched him narrowly, a brown of his skin. "Why," he said dinner was served, followed by other
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
of course.
These Boston
of
of Birth,
things,
sheet.
Certificate
under the inevasible significance
feeling of remorse sweeping over her
t
vvny, it it isn
my
sponges exerted themselves to their sheet.
his glance. Her lashes fluttered soft- all at once at her wretched duplicity. little
of
sheet.
Certificate
Depth.
stenographer!"
utmost to please and amuse the man
sheet.
Warrant,
out.
Butchers' Shipping
ly, like black wings against the white There was still time to back
Notices,
"Your little stenographer?"
who was paying the bill. One of them
sheet.
Commitment,
line of her cheek.
sheet.
Should she? A wistful light came into
"I'm dashed if it isn't. Stunning
tried to sing. Meanwhile the
sheet.
whisAttachment Affidavit,
me
actually
it
for
he
"Let
and looking girl, eh?"
get
you?"
her eyes. He was so
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
clock kept ticking away, kept ticking
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
pered in a subtle undertone.
generous; so faithful and true! If he
Receipts, 23c per pad.
A deadly coldness had settled upon
away, kept ticking away, until at last,
sheet.
Attachment
Writ,
Mrs. North started, but controlled just had one little vice to justify this Mercedes North's
Cost Bond,
sheet.
her brain when, talked
dry, they rose to go, they
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
herself immediately. Her heart gave breach of confidence on her part. But was numb, paralyzed.heart;
Blanks.
Spanish
But she forced were informed that
the last train for
a sudden lurch, then seemed to stand he didn't! He loved her devotedly, and her
sheet.
Auto
de
to
Arresto,
pliego.
lips
speak:
Boston had gone! Again their host
sheet.
Execution,
very still. When it commenced to believed in her. And she! Again her
Auto de Prision,
"She is wearing a magnificent seal- was game. He saw he was sold, his
pliego.
ibeat again, the audible pounding was neck scorched furiously under the skin sack for a
sheet.
Summons,
Declaracion .Turada,
pliego.
An pocket- - rifled, and his
l
mar- sheet.
right in her throat, half choking her. recollection of Vardiman's stolen ca- i.ouic mue laugn stenographer."
Subpoena,
Certificado
de
Nombramier.to,
ner
uuouiea
lo
up
he
but
did
keted,
njt whimper. "Stay
Ot course she couldn't, but oh! she ress, and she turned away to hide tho
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
UIOll-- 1
i' nil
pliego.
Ul3 all night at the club, of course."
ft v
"I'u
Of
wanted it so, and she would have rush of carmine to her temples.
sheet.
Complaint,
on
Capias
tinkle
North's guilty ears. But course.
Fianza Ofieial,
pliego.
done anything to possess it anything
All at once she began to hate when he
sheet.
Search Warrant,
turned to pursue the converFianza Ofieial y Juramento,
Next morning about ten o'clock two
but this!
Boothe Vardiman. If he had. never sation with his
School Blanks.
wife, she was to all young men, upon whose countenances
pliego.
But Vardiman had divined her hesi- crossed her path, she would have gone
sheet.
Enumeration
Form,
2
unconscious
of
his
appearances
linFianza para Guardar la Paz,
very
the plain impress of guilt still
tation and longing instantly, and he on believing herself to be madly in existence, and her eyes were
sheet.
Teachers'
Certificate,
smiling
seen
been
have
pligeo.
might
alighting
did not scruple to trade upon it, love with her husband. That kiss! It a bold invitation into the box across gered,
Contract for School Teacher, 12
Contrato de Partido,
from a train at the station in Bospliego.
She rose the
skilled trafficker as he was in the had unsettled everything.
way.
sheet.
book
in
ton.
memorandum
Escritura de Renuncla,
A"d
the
pliego.
knee
and
North's
emotions of womankind.
abruptly from
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
cf each the police might have found
Documento Garantizado,
pliego.
"Nine hundred dollars is a mere crossed the room on some trivial pre- Contract between Directors and TeaLunchSLEEP ON THE CAPABLE SIDE. carefully checked off: "Aug.
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles, 12
song to me," he urged, "you would text.
sheet.
eon, dinner, lodging, and breakfast, chers,
After a while North dropped his pa- not refuse to accept a dozen roses
pliego.
sheet.
Oaths of School Director,
Documento de Hipoteca,
from the impecunious Walther. Why, per, stretched himself luxuriously and According to Authority, Position in $00.00." Boston Transcript.
pliego.
of
of apportionment
Certificate
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
Slumber Depends on the Workthen, hesitate about this little gift got up to go down to his office.
sheet.
School Funds,
cedes came up and he touched her lips
me?"
forma entera, full sheet.
ing of the Brain.
All the Same to Father.
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
he perfunctorily with his. She helped him
would
Certificado de Malrimonio, 10c cada
"My husband what
"Come here. Bates!" roared Dr. Bigsheet. lino.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
on with his coat, and a minufe later
think?" she asked uneasily.
Some people go to s.eep only on wig, head and only master of the
District Clerks' Annual Report,
"Whatever you chose to tell him, he was swinging buoyantly dGwn the their back, and find it difficult to
Formula de Enumeracion,
pliego.
fall Cramton village school. "I have to- sheet.
eh?"
wide, gleaming avenue.
Contrato entre los Directores y Prewhile others who go day received a ahem! a letter from
otherwise,
asleep
Mrs. North watched him till he was to
Land Office Blanks.
"Which, translated, means a falseon their side, and who form Mr. Johnson, informing me that his
pliego.
ceptors,
hood?"
swallowed up in the crowds; then she the sleep
sheet.
Homestead
Entry,
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
greater majority, always go to sop is unable to attend school in conthrew herself down on a lourge and
"Not necessarily. A friend "
Affidavit,
on the same side.
Documento Sin Garantia.
a thrashing you yesterday i
pliego.
There
of
sleep
are
sequence
in
the cushions,
"Floyd isn't that sort. He'd have hid her burning face
23c nor 50.
few who can fall asleep indif- inflicted upon him. Is this a fact, sneelNotas
very
Obligaciones,
to know. He's so honest and direcc An hour afterward, when she emerged
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
on either side.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Moreover, Bates?"
in everything that he wouldn't toler- from her brief season of repentance, ferently
full sheet.
observations
have
"I
shown
me
my
Bates.
sir!"
that
Libros de Recibos Supervisores do
quailed
ate
in anyone else, his she wondered anxiously if she would
of
Claimant, Caminos, 25c.
Proof,
Testimony
by far the majority of
'im!
never
touch
wife particularly."
She turned as have to have any alterations in hei
full sheet.
But Dr. Bigwig did not believe. And
people go to sleep on the right side,
Libros de Recibo de Capitacion, 50
sack.
though to go.
of en un libro, 25c.
Declaration
Land
was
Bates
it
two
Desert
later
minutes
Entry,
JiCUlHtr
asking
in;
Sleep
But Vardiman placed himself in her
on their left side. Some of the
full sheet.
for permission to stand up in class; Applicant,
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
The allotted fortnight had come to
way and said eagerly:
who
12 100 en un libro, 75c.
wood.
to
of
on
benches
of
go
the
people
the
Witness,
being
sleep
Deposition
"Suppose I can find a way will you a dragging close.
On the following day Johnson re- sheet.
right side may after some time turn
Libros de Eleccion de Directores
Mrs. North sat waiting for her huslet me buy it?" He looked down at her
to their left to change position, while turned and Dr. Bigwig sought justififull sheet.
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
Yearly Proof,
with the
band in a fever of excitement. He had
'
others keep on sleeping on the same cation of his act before the whole
sheet.
Final Proof.
y 40c.
gaze that she had found it impossible promised to go by the pawnbroker's side
through the whole night. The class.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
to resist only last night!
on his way home to dinner, and her
Applicacion por Licencia de
"Did you tell your father that Bates
majority change position. One case
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
"You are too beautiful and young nerves were going off in eveiy direcpliego.
is specially interesting to quote: "Up thrashed you?" he asked.
sheet.
Certificado de Muerte,
and good," he continued ardently, "to tion.
pliego.
to my seventh year I slept on my
"No, sir," piped the youth.
of Contest Against
At last the
have your Innocent wishes ungratt-fied- .
Affidavit
Certificado
de
Nacimento,
pilego.
clicked, and
I was
"But your father wrote to me, sayright handed.
sheet.
If the thing will give you a day's North's familiar, heavy step .sounded right side, and
de Fallecimentos y
Entryman,
Registracion
about
At
the age of seven I met w ith ing that Bates did it!" he thundered.
on the porch.
Notice of Intention to make final Muertes, 25c.
happiness I shall feel repaid "
an accident. I was run over by a
"I know he did!" snivelled Johnosn.
"And
His wife ran to open the door veilthat will be all?"
sheet.
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal y
The
proof,
and
did
my right side was injured "It was Billy Beauchamp
it, sir;
words jerked themselves out between ing her eagerness under an assump- team;
sheet.
Additional
$4.
Civil,
Entry,
Mercedes North's dry, trembling lips. tion of mild curiosity. She raised her- so that I could not use the limbs of but father couldn't spell Beauchamp,
1 2
Prices.
320 Homestead Entry,
I
side.
the
Bates."
wrote
so
used
he
right
my left hand
to receive the stsreo-type"Believe me."
self on
Per Doz Per 100.
Each.
sheet.
I
began to sleep on my left
For a moment she dare not meet his
caress, but a quick shudov of only;
$1.75
.10
$ .25
of
$
ApAffidavit
Small Holding Proof,
sheet
side.- This I did up to my fifteenth
eyes. But presently she looked up disappointment blotted the sunshi.ie
2.50
.35
.10
in
.
France.
Kiss
.
full
How
sheet.
sheet
I
They
plicant,
then began to practice with
with a little gasp of delight. Then a from her face. His hands were empty; year.
4.00
.C5
sheet.
unlike its counterfull sheet . . . .10
The
French
kiss,
Relinquishment,
and
am
now
too,
ambimy
hand,
right
swift cloud settled upon her pretty he had forgotten!
100 assorted blanks take the 100
sheet.
I sleep now on either side. part in the United States and Engdextrous.
Plats,
Township
features. "If Floyd were a different
"Well, little girl," he began, but she
land, is implanted on the cheeks InTownship Plats, full sheet.
price.
kind of man "
cut him off with an exclamatio.1 of re- I use both hands." From "An ExperiGeneral Blanks.
in
Size of Blanks.
mental
Prof.
Boris stead of the mouth. Children greet
Study
Sleep," by
"Oh, come I'm going to get it any- proach.
to parents, husbands to
or bid good-b7x8
of
for
Harvard.
Bond
sheet.
Sidls,
Deed,
sheet,
how. We can devise our explanation
"You didn't even think of it, Floyd!
wives and fiances to fiancees by kissinches.
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet, 8
afterward." And he walked deliberate- And here I've been waiting "
first one cheek and then the other.
14x17
ing
inches.
sheet.
General
Full
Form,
Bond,
sheet,
into
Bread
and
look
1?
the
"Didn't
Foods.
Other
Just
ly
at this" And
shop and made the purFrenchmen apparently go on the
. Signs, Card Board.
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Wheaten bread is not a necessity;
chase, before she could utter another he drew from his pocket a tiny white
that If it is well to kiss Rt
principle
15c each.
Official
sheet.
Rent"
"For
it
Bond,
in
is
word of protest.
since
the
Amertissue
He
of
only
package wrapped
paper.
discovery
all it is well to kiss in public, for the
10c each.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure 'Board"
They left the ,place together, both opened it as fast as his bungling lin- ica that it has become a food of the
of couples embracing each other
10c each.
sheet.
full
of
silent for some seconds. At length gers would let him, displaying an ex- masses. Many children prefer bananas sight
j "For Sale"
Mortgage,
or walking with arms about each oth10c each.
of Election,
Vardiman turned to her with a look quisite brooch of emeralds and pearls. to bread and the tropical fruit is quite
sheet.
Certificate
"Lodging"
is
broad
er in the streets in
daylight
25c each.
"You were just wishing for some"I have it," he said,
ot inspiration:
at, nutritious, quite as wholesome and
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
"For Rent or Sale"
so common as to attract no attention.
" shall pawn the sack for
10c each.
as
as
about
in
and
bread
at
Fate
Bond and Oath,
the
sheet.
"No
Guardian's
emeralds, dear,
pres- This is true of ...oroughly
cheap
Smoking"
say about thing
respectable
$50. You can find the ticket, and get seems to have conspired to favor us ent retail price.1 The taste for parof
sheet.
Letters
for
Rooms
Light
"Furnished
Administration,
folk and, particularly of the working
both. I got it formless than half the ticular foods is largely a matter of acNorth to redeem it for you!"
25c each.
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 1 2
Housekeeping"
classes, who pay little regard to the
to
In
bit
North
had
haoit.
her
Mrs.
25c each.
every American city conventionalities. And, when it comes sheet.
pay $50, quired
lips hard to keep regular price. Only
"Board and Lodging"
back the little ejaculation of pleasure and Drexton assured me that it was there is now a big demand for black to
50c each.
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
"Minor's Law"
kissing, everybody follows the
and admiration that sprang to them. worth at least a hundred or more. I rye bread, because the people who
50c each.
in
Declaration
sheet.
Law"
the
and
"turns
Assumpsit,
"Livery
have come here from Russia and scriptural injunction
After all, Boothe Vardiman was right; took it by his shop on my way up."
in Assumpsit, on Note "English Marriage Laws" ..SOceacb.
Declaration
also."
cheek
left
Mrs. North's brain was
she had accepted flowers and other
seething. southern Europe were, before emigratsheet.
"Spanish Marriage Laws"' . ..50c each.
gifts from men less able to spend $100 She felt like a disembodied spirit, ing to this country, accustomed to that
of
sheet.
Satisfaction
Law Books and Miscellaneous.
Mortgage,
than he was a thousand and she had a floating in fiery ether. But the neces-righ- t kind of bread. Thomas Carlyle menInsuring Respect.
Cover Pocket
Flexible
of Mortgage,
sheet.
Sheriff's
Assignment
occurred to her tions the fact that the Scotch raco
to be happy while she could. Be-- sitv for
diamond
a
engage"Do you think
or more, $1
two
sheet.
$1.25;
Lease,
single
Docket,
in
the midst of her maintained physical and Intellectual ment ring really makes a girl more
cause her husband was too poor to sternly, even
Lease of Personal Property,
each.
give her the things she coveted and screaming disappointment,
vigor through many centuries upon thought of by her chums?"
sheet.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00, post-ag"It is just beautiful, Floyd," she a diet almost exclusively of oat giuol
ought to have, was no reason why she
"Well, it certainly is a good thing
17c.
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
should go on denyiLg herself to the said with a gulp, which North coii- and iniik.
to have on hand."
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These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed and Sealed
in BUtimore, no ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches theai and at the sime time all the original
tlivor is retaiae 1, and they only cost a trifie more
than those thatcoaae in bulk

PHONE

There is Qniy One

on,

I

IN
FULL

fonp

bodies of the Scottish Rite of this
yesterday purchased through
Mayes and Bean, real estate agents.
the Delaney property on Don Gaspar
avenue. The consideration is private.
Diamond "C" soap, yes, 7 bars for
Denver, Colo., Nov. 10.- 25c; banannas, per doz., 35c; 1909
Forecast lor New Mexico: To-jellies, preserves, mincemeat,
night fair and colder. Fair with
'jjame,
canned goods, etc.,
colder weather in southeast
At XO. 4, F. AX DREWS.
portion Thursday.
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT.
Manual Training in Public Schools
the meeting of the Board of Always remember the
Call Phone No. 23 Red for the Im- full name. Look
j
on Friday evening, at the office
Trade
at
K.
O,
perial Laundry, headquarters
tbJB
for
Com-- I
on
Fe
and
of
Water
Santa
signature
box.
the
Light
25c.
every
barber s'iop.
of Public In
Thanksgiving Turkeys, give us vour pany. Superintendent
struction .1. E. Clark will make an
ordi-r-.
address on "The Feasibility of Manual
XO. 4, F. AX DREWS."
in the Public Schools of San- United tSates. He came to Portales Dixie."
Mr. Tobin, who now resides
Capitol Offices Closed This after- Training
All
are invited to attend the and spent some ten days studying the in
Fe."
ta
noon the offices at the capitol were
Philadelphia practicing law, has
plant, which is to be installed here; ex- been mentioned as the next governor
closed to enable the officials to attend meeting.
The attraction at the Elks' theatre amined the water bearing stratas in of Xew
the funeral of Mrs. T. B. Catron.
Mexico, if the President
Xovember 10th will be a musical com- the wells being sunk and acted as at- outside to find a man. While goes
Pay Your Taxes Tax Collector Cel
living
so Lopez has sent out notices for the edy full of incessant action and brim- torney for the farmers in this vicinity elsewhere, he considers the territory
Pretfun
with
over
and
in drafting the contract with the his home, his father
laughter.
909 taxes.
Unless the first half is ming
being one of the
and catchy music and its title Western Construction Company
of original settlers.
paid by December 1, a penalty of five ty girls
comes
Girl
i.; "The
Question" and it
Wichita, Kan., and volunteered to
per cent will he added.
The seat sale for "The Girl Ques- here with the recommendations of hav- make the statements referred to. (4)
tion begins tomorrow. Tickets can be ing played 4G0 times in Chicago and Finally we submit the facts of the reendorsement of the fact, cent tests which are set out above
secured at the Fircher drug store. with further
MONEY AND METALS.
it ia In- the authors of "The Place and which are to continue for the next
50
cents.
Prices are $1.50, $1.00 and
i'llie
Xew
The
is
Girl."
There
Time
York, Xov. 10. Call money
and
30
days; and we challenge the United
Delinquent Taxpayers to Be Sued
f a
love
Prime paper
strong
through
of
story
to
an
States
delightful
running
highproduce
example
District Attorney E. C. Abbott and CoMexican dollars 43; Amal. SS
llector Celso Lopez are taking steps to the play and its plot is logical and of er capacity test of water supply.
Atch. 1.19
N. Y. C. 131
S. P.
E. P. ALLDREDGE,,
sue delinquent tax payers and these sufficient interest, to hold the attennn audience even thmitrh thp
nf
tinn
125; U. P. 201
steel 90; pfd. 12G
Editor Roosevelt County Herald.
had better settle up to avoid payment
songs, dances and pretty girls were
Portales, N M., Xov. 10, 1909.
of costs.
Xew York, Xov. 10. Copper easy,
illiminated. The musical numbers inFOR SALE.
Dec!
"Bood-By- e
to
"I
Work
standard
Hate
clude
Pal,"
shot, $12.5012.75;
W. FLEMING JONES
One matched team of horses, gentle,
12.85: lead barely steady $4.37
TALKS FOR STATEHOOD. $12.C(
broke to saddle and harness, also new on Monday," "O Gee, Be Good to Me
Till I'm
double harness and spring wagon. Ap Kid," "Waltz Me Around
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Dreaming."
B.
to
Thomas
Gable.
(Continued from Page One.)
ply
Chicago, III., Nov. 10. Wheat Dec.
C.
Dr.
Preach
To
Charles
Sunday
New Cottages on Capitol Street
104
May 103l-8- .
in
while
church
the
he
Weith
is
for
First
of
Presbyterian
Washington fighting
The two new cottages on Capitol
58
Corn
Dec.
May GO
street that are being built by the Re- at Ardmore, Okla., will be in Santa Fe the statehood bill. He himself will re3S
Dec.
Oats
May 41
at
in
for
main
will
some
the
the city
clays, and;
preach
ceiver of the Land Office Fred Mueller, next Sunday and
Pork Jan. $20.60: May $19.75.
5 then go to Chicago to the meeting of!
11 o'clock.
At
service
at
morning
are under roof and will soon be ready
Lard Xov. $12.72
Jan. $11.75.
o'clock in the afternoon there will be the executive committee of Conserva-- '
for occupancy.
Ribs Jan. $10.35; May $10.27
but no other evening tion Commission, and then will leave
services,
vesper
Nine bars good laundry soap, 25c;
WOOL MARKET.
for Washington,
services.
Fine white, potatoes, 15 lbs.. 25c; 1909
St. Louis, Mo., Xov. 10. Wool,
"We are going to camp right at the
Awarded Contract IE, L. Wheeler
Walnuts and Almonds, per lb., 20c;
was today awarded the contract for doors of Congress," said Mr. Jones, steady; territory and western mediLargest Grape Fruit, 2 for 25c.
ums, 24(g29; fine mediums, 2326;
repairing and repainting the federal "until something is done for us and
At XO. 4, F. AXDREW3.
14(f?20.
building. The contract also calls forj we think that we will win the fight." fine,
LIVE STOCK.
Board of Trade Meeting A busi- the
Mexifrom
New
The
other
of
thei
j
delegate
repairing and repointing
Kansas City, Mo., Xov. 10. .Cattle-Rec- eipts
ness meeting of the Board of Trade wall about the building and painting! co to the Waterways Convention was
will be held on Friday evening at the the iron
10,000, including 800 southThe bid was Mr. Francis Tracy Tobin, who left last
railing.
office of the Santa Fe Water and Light
night for Xew York, where he will erns; market, steady. Native steers
$3,574.84.
Company.
sail on the steamer America to Ma- $5.0008.50; southern steers $3.40
How about 9 bars of good laundry PORTALES VALLEY
drid, Spain, on legal businss connnect- 4.75; southern cows $2.G03,75: native
soap for 25c?
WATER SUPPLY.' ed with a suit before the Spanish, cows and heifers $"2.005.75; stockers
XO. 4, F. ANDREWS,,
claims commission. He goes to gather and feeders $3.00(75.25; bulls $2.75!
evidence for his client. Mr. Tobin took 3.90.
Reduce Price of Admission At a
(Continued From Page One)
Hogs
Receipts 14,000: market 5
a prominent part in the convention,
special meeting last night the Spanish-AmericaAlliance decided to reduce given us his unqualified assurance of and offered the resolution thanking the cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.557.85;
the price of the admission tickets for the sufficiency of the water supply city of Xew Orleans for its hospitality heavy $7.8007.90; packers and butch1 the big dance on Thanksgiving night. here, giving it as his conviction that to the guests. He said that nowhere ers $7.G57.90; light $7.407.75; pigs
Hi Instead of one dollar the price will it exceeded that of Garden City, Kan.1 else was there such hospitable people $6.50 7.1.0.
6,000;
market
Sheep
Receipts
be seventy-fivcents, ladies being ad- Furthermore, publicly he declared that as are found in this city, and that its
mitted free.
the Portales valley afforded one of the hospitality was only equalled by the strong. Muttons $4.005.25; lambs
are known $G.00(S7.35; range wethers and yearBought a Home in Santa Fe Hon. most splendid opportunities for irriga-- ) beauty of its women, "who
in
as
all
most
the Mis-- j lings $i.005.85; range ewes $3.25
the
electric
of
means
central
a
charming
i Harper S.
Cunningham of Guthrie, tion by
'':
I
land of , 5.00.
in
the
and
whole
in
the
to
found
be
valley
sissippi
Masonic
all
of
plant
power
Okla., inspector general
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Grocery

g

INTERESTING

4i

5--

Bakery

7

PRICES

SOA?
"
PEARL WHITE
" DIAMOND "C"
..
Eery oaj knowns what the Diamond "C

is

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
lbs. for
100 lbs for
.2oc

1;30

,25c

;

POTATOES

15

1909

falnuts

and Almonds per lb.

-

-

.

-

20c

-

APPLES $1 75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

-

H

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER f
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in cur
Bakery.

jhrnhi

Phone

j

n

.

F. Andrews,

8

7--

i

BARS GOOD

9
6

55

3--

No. 4

I!

e
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--
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on HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX Suits and Overcoats,

Commencing

My,

Every Suit or Overcoat
we sell we will give

DM!, WiMig,
a stBtsoiv

.P

Tliirssas & Friflaa

flat or
jjjj.

ossx

Free of
Charge.

TmS OFFER APPLIES TO

1

iH

CASH PURCHASES OiNLY

wcl:

This

Tiiil

We ask every eye in this community to look
at our store as Eastern methods will be adapt
or Jn'llia
Hshment. We exoect to sell dozens of suits ffSk
during this Sale.
4

Hat

is

Free with every suit

w

W
W

f C'

V

nm
ofthe-

I

-

MAN

early and get
Copyright Hart Schaffher

Sc

Marx

your choice

NATHAN BALnON

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

This Shoe is Free with every suit

me

